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ABSTRACT
DETECTING USER DEMOGRAPHICS IN TWITTER TO INFORM
HEALTH TRENDS IN SOCIAL MEDIA
by
Christopher R. Markson
The widespread and popular use of social media and social networking applications
offer a promising opportunity for gaining knowledge and insights regarding population
health conditions thanks to the diversity and abundance of online user-generated
information (UGHI) relating to healthcare and well-being. However, users on social
media and social networking sites often do not supply their complete demographic
information, which greatly undermines the value of the aforementioned information
for health 2.0 research, e.g., for discerning disparities across population groups in
certain health conditions. To recover the missing user demographic information,
existing methods observe a limited scope of user behaviors, such as word frequencies
exhibited in a user’s messages, leading to sub-optimal results.
To address the above limitation and improve the performance of inferring
missing user demographic information for health 2.0 research, this work proposes a
new algorithmic method for extracting a social media user’s gender by exploring and
exploiting a comprehensive set of a user’s behaviors on Twitter, including the user’s
conversational topic choices, account profile information, and personal information.
In addition, this work explores the usage of synonym expansion for detecting social
media users’ ethnicities. To better capture a user’s conversational topic choices using
standardized hashtags for consistent comparison, this work additionally introduces
a new method that automatically generates standardized hashtags for tweets. Even
though Twitter is selected as the experimental platform in this study due to its leading
position among today’s social networking sites, the proposed method is in principle

generically applicable to other social media sites and applications as long as there is
a way to access user-generated content on those platforms.
When comparing the multi-perspective learning method with the state-of-theart approaches for gender classification, a gender classification accuracy is observed of
88.6% for the proposed approach compared with 63.4% performance for bag-of-words
and 61.4% for the peer method. Additionally, the topical approach introduced in this
work outperforms vocabulary-based approach with a smaller dimensionality at 69.4%
accuracy.
Furthermore, observable usage patterns of the cancer terms are analyzed across
the ethnic groups inferred by the proposed algorithmic approaches. Variations among
demographic groups are seen in the frequency of term usage during months known
to be labeled as cancer awareness months.

This work introduces methods that

have the potential to serve as a very powerful and important tool in disseminating
critical prevention, screening, and treatment messages to the community in real time.
Study findings highlight the potential benefits of social media as a tool for detecting
demographic differences in cancer-related discussions on social media.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The rapid development and vast progress of social media technologies and their
applications in the recent years have empowered the relatively recent technological
phenomenon as an emerging force that profoundly influences and revolutionizes
people’s daily life and societies’ operations at many aspects. In 2016, Twitter received
more than 500 million tweets and is visited by over a quarter of a million active
users every day. Social media has played a particularly eminent role in enabling
and promoting the free expression, sharing, and communication of individuals’
thoughts and ideas with the general public or a selected group.

Facilitated by

the new technological means, users become increasingly willing to share personal
information in the online space, which leads to a massive amount of publicly accessible
user-generated content (UGC). Such UGC introduces an unprecedented opportunity
for researchers to conduct various large-scale user studies for gaining comprehensive
insights regarding a large group of users’ health-related behaviors. It is noted that
user demographics information is essential for studying the disparities regarding
population health conditions, e.g., [1, 2, 3], and their health literacy levels, e.g.,
[4, 5], across various demographic groups. For this purpose, data scientists have
designed various algorithms for categorizing authors of UGC based on their personal
characteristics, e.g., [6, 7, 8]. However, the majority of the existing algorithms are
only able to identify a user’s gender information; the detection accuracy is also quite
modest with the highest accuracy for gender detection merely 61% with a comparable
training set size.

1

1.1

Motivation

The significance of this work stems from the mass adoption of social media and
limited research into the extraction of demographic information of users [9, 10, 11, 12].
As is often the case with the Health 2.0 phenomenon, the availability of health
related information (i.e., health-related tweets) strongly benefits from robust methods
for understanding context (i.e., user demographics).

The extraction of a vast

user demography in social media can provide health workers with new ways of
understanding immediate health issues, disease propagation, and health literacy
among given groups within society. Understanding the social media’s perspective
on health can provide health workers with real-time data and reduce the reliance on
time consuming surveys.
The ability to extract demographic components based on text and language
generated by social media activity has implications in many areas, including medical
demography and health recommendation systems. In this work, we focus primarily
on detection of gender as a demographic component for the purpose of understanding
health trends within each gender group. Gender, as a demographic component, was
selected due to its strong influence on many aspects of health. Gender has been
a predominant focus in disease risk [13, 14, 15, 16], is widely considered essential
to individualized health strategies [17, 18], and is fundamental to productive health
education [19, 20]. Understanding gender over social media can inform these research
domains by 1) understanding the frequency with which gender groups participate in
at-risk disease discussions via social media, and 2) utilizing the gender-specific findings
in health education and health strategies research to appropriately target educational
messages. In addition, this work explores the extraction of ethnicity information from
Twitter profiles.

2

1.2

Impact on Health

Cancer is a major public health problem, impacting more than 14 million men and
women in the U.S. as of January 2014, with an estimated 1.6 million additional
new cancer cases being diagnosed among Americans in 2015 [21]. African Americans
have experienced higher age-adjusted mortality rates when compared with Caucasians
[21, 22]. Many factors contribute to these disparities. Socioeconomic status (SES) as a
whole, along with its primary components, including education, income, employment
status, and neighborhood appear to be obvious correlates of cancer mortality
disparities [23, 24, 25]; however, other factors that are not clearly understood may
also play a role [22, 26, 27]. One important factor that could particularly contribute
to improved cancer prevention and thereby possibly reduce cancer disparities is
knowledge and awareness about cancer.
Knowledge and awareness about the four cancers with the highest incidence
and mortality among adults in the U.S., namely lung, breast, prostate, and colorectal
cancer, has been shown to differ by race/ethnicity [28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37].
Lung cancer is a good example of these differences. It is widely known that cancer
of the lung is the leading cause of cancer death in the U.S. among both men and
women and that tobacco smoking is the most significant and preventable cause of
the disease. However, findings from one study [31] suggested that two-thirds of U.S.
women could not correctly identify lung cancer as the leading cause of cancer death,
and this lack of knowledge was greatest among African American women [31]. In
terms of breast cancer, evidence has shown that breast cancer knowledge also greatly
varies by racial/ethnic group. One study [33] showed that African American women
were generally unaware of disparities in breast cancer mortality. Furthermore, one
study found that South Asian women tend to have better knowledge of age-related
breast cancer risk when compared with Black and White women [34]. Knowledge
and awareness about both prostate and colorectal cancers have been shown to be

3

low among U.S. adults overall and particularly among low SES groups [35, 36, 37,
32]. These examples highlight the importance of promoting knowledge about cancer
among some segments of the U.S. population, particularly among groups with the
highest cancer burden.
Social media outlets including Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram, are popular
online platforms that engage in communication about any and everything, and many
studies [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51] have begun examining
the importance of social media in reaching larger audiences for promotion of public
health knowledge and patient advocacy. Twitter has become a very popular site
and application for the exchange of health-related information. Twitter allows users
(individual users and organizations) to exchange information with other users around
the world in real-time, through short messages called “tweets” (≤ 140 characters)
posted on a given user’s timeline (i.e., the chronologically ordered collection of
tweets posted by a given user). Twitter also allows users to re-tweet (repost) other
users’ tweets, which promotes the exchange of messages to a very large number of
individuals. Many healthcare agencies and public health organizations (i.e., local and
national organizations and private companies) [52, 53, 41, 54, 46] use Twitter as a
major online platform for health education and promotion because the majority of
Twitter content is publicly available and may provide a novel source of health-related
information.
Recent studies [55, 53] have touted the numerous epidemiological advantages
of coupling machine learning techniques with social media mining. Marathe et al.
[56] discuss the real-time possibilities of understanding disease outbreaks using social
media data. Dredze et al. [55] state that geo-specific data coupled with the public
forum nature of social media (which encourages the sharing of detailed information)
creates new public health capabilities not previously seen. Simultaneously, advances
in demographic extraction techniques and computational linguistics have allowed for
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a deeper understanding of user demographics [57, 6]. In these studies, Beretta and
Burger connected age and gender to linguistic patterns (often word usage). In the
case of Beretta [57], user profile images manually labeled by human experts helped
to verify the experimental results. Much of the demographic extraction studies have
built upon studies originating in the field of psychology, connecting linguistic patterns
to demographic elements of participants [58, 59]. In Colley’s work [58], participants’
inboxes were examined for linguistic differences differentiating the genders.
In this study, we aimed to explore differences in cancer-related tweeting
by race/ethnicity, basing our work on Rickford’s assertion of unique vernacular
patterns amongst African-Americans [59]. Findings from this study will ultimately
contribute to the development and implementation of cost-effective, prevention and
dissemination strategies, delivered through social media messaging, targeting specific
subgroups that would benefit from increased cancer knowledge and awareness.

1.3

Contributions

First this work proposes two approaches for using social media language patterns
to infer a user’s ethnicity by extending the existing bag-of-words models. Namely,
1) a text classification with synonym expansion approach, and 2) topic-based
classification approach. Having validated the accuracy of the text classification with
synonym expansion approach against a baseline bag-of-words method, we examine
the frequency of cancer discussions online between ethnic groups.
Second, this work also introduces a novel multi-perspective approach for
extracting a user demographic information, specifically examining gender. These
views consist of 1) the distribution of tweeted topics as inferred by hashtag
mining, 2) name information combined with external data sources, and 3) user
profile information. To accommodate this approach, we also present a method for
automatically proliferating hashtags across all tweets using a new hashtag clustering
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approach coupled with a statistical language model. Finally, we introduce a method
for combining perspectives to make a final gender assignment to a given user.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

The main objective of this dissertation is to improve our understanding of how
user demographics can be inferred from the choices users make when expressing
themselves online and specifically in this work, on the social media platform, Twitter.
The outward expression of users comes in many forms online. This is particularly
evident in social media, where the intended purpose of the platform is designed to
encourage public sharing of thoughts, ideas, and opinions. Exploiting the fact that the
choices users make indirectly, and sometimes unintentionally, embody the user itself,
we aim to improve the current methods used to extract demographic information
from online social media activity.

Section 2.1 discusses the main constructs of

Twitter as a social media platform. Section 2.2 introduces existing approaches using
language-based features for demographic extraction. Section 2.2 presents work using
profile and image-based features for demographic extraction. The remaining sections
introduce the natural language processing and machine learning techniques used in
this dissertation.

2.1

Key Concepts in Twitter

Social media platforms have evolved into many formats since their introduction.
Facebook has seen growing success as it positions itself as a platform for connecting
with friends, sharing pictures and videos, and coordinating events [60].

Other

platforms have also emerged, choosing to focus on particular elements of social
experiences.

For example, Instagram chooses to focus on picture sharing, Vine

provides users the ability to share short video clips totaling six seconds or less, while
Periscope and Twitch have chosen to focus on live-broadcasting of user activities.
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This dissertation focuses on Twitter as a social media platform. Similar to the
social media platforms mentioned previously, Twitter has introduced characteristics
unique to its platform aimed at enabling social activity between users. Twitter is
known to have pioneered the micro-blogging platform, providing a new medium for
users to broadcast information to their friends that they would otherwise be unlikely
to share via traditional communication platforms such as email, text messaging,
phone, etc. [61]. These tweets have quickly migrated from desktop generated content
to mobile device generated content, often representing a immediate representation of
a user’s thoughts. This is contrary to traditional blog posts, which are heavily edited
prior to posting. In addition, Twitter encourages an open platform for users to
publicly share their tweets to the wider Twitter audience. This is evident in accounts
set to publicly share content by default. Additionally, Twitter has increasingly served
as a news aggregator for users to gather current event information. The combination
of information-seeking activities, live broadcasting, and public sharing of data makes
Twitter an ideal platform for exploring health trends. Similar benefits are not seen
on other platforms, such as Facebook, where content is generally shared with a circle
of friends.

2.1.1

Twitter User Profile

Twitter, as a platform, provides users with several customizable choices for the display
of their public profile to other Twitter users. The user profile is a place where users
can make personalized decisions about the appearance of their Twitter site. Profile
data elements can be broken into two main categories: 1) Personal Information and
2) Outward Appearance.
First, users can elect to share personal information via their Profile page publicly
shared with other Twitter users without the ability to control access. Twitter provides
users the ability to publish their Name, as a free-text field, where users can choose to
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Figure 2.1 A sample of personal information provided by President Obama’s
Twitter profile. Source: https://twitter.com/barackobama (accessed on May 28,
2014).
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provide their first name, surname, or both. In addition to providing their name, users
are provided a field labeled Description, which is again a free-text field, intended to
provide users an additional space to summarize information about themselves. Often,
the Description field is chosen to be used to provide a self-described explanation of
oneself in the form of interests, background, or other pertinent information.
Finally, users have the option of choosing multiple colors to customize the
appearance of their account for themselves and other viewers of their profile. The
customization options provided include: Background color, Sidebar color, Text color,
Link color, and Sidebar Border color.

2.1.2

Example Tweet

Tweets are limited to 140 characters or less. The content within a tweet can contain
text and/or an HTML link to an image or external website. In the example provided
in Figure 2.2, the user “@JohnElway” is mentioned in the body of the tweet.

Figure 2.2 A sample tweet containing a message directed at a particular user.
Source: https://twitter.com/denver broncos (accessed on June 28, 2012).
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2.1.3

Twitter Keyword Summary

Twitter is a social media site that allows users to post content to a set of followers,
who have chosen to subscribe to the user’s feed. Twitter has been instrumental in
introducing several new constructs for sharing, posting, and directing information over
social media. A basic understanding of these foundational elements are introduced
below. An understanding of them is central to the ideas introduced in this paper.

• Hashtag Appended to tweets by users to attribute a topic summarization of the
posted tweet. As the popularity of a topic grows, the hashtag can be elevated
to trending status, where other users may choose to adopt the hashtag in their
tweets. Hashtag are prefixed with a #-symbol [62]. For example one user
posted, ‘Employers pay penalties in pay or play either way! #obamacare.’

• Mention A method of directing a tweet at a given user by including a user’s
handle (in the form of @username) within the posted tweet. Typically, this
can be used in three ways: 1) to direct a message at a particular user as a
form of communication, 2) to reply to a tweet posted by another user, thus
creating a chain of events, and 3) to bring another user’s attention to a given
tweet by copying the original tweet text and including the user’s handle as part
of the reposting. Mentions act as one of the primarily methods of inter-user
communication on the social media site. For example, one user posted, ‘I wish
@[username withheld] MP a speedy recovery n good health.’

• Retweet Retweets are a mechanism used by users to share content with their
set of followers. This content is often not original and often originates from
another user’s timeline [63]. For example, one user chose to share the following
information: ‘RT @[username withheld]: Can we build a health system for
our BOOMERS? [http web link].’ The original Tweet’s content includes all
information following “RT @[username retracted]:.”

• Timeline A timeline is a chronological collection of tweets by a given user.
Timelines serve as a historical record of a given user’s activity on the social
media site and can be accessed by any user (if the user has elected to be public)
or by followers only (if the user has elected to be private).
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• Favorite A method where a given user marks another user’s tweet as favorable.
These favorite posts are accumulated in a aggregated list of favorite tweets for
the user to retrieve at any time.

• Profile A place where users can make personalized decisions about the
appearance of their Twitter site. Additional personal information can be
provided here, such as Name and Description. Both the Name and Description
field are free-text areas. Notably, the Description field can be used to provide
a self-described explanation of oneself in the form of interests, background, or
other pertinent information. A user’s location can also be provided in the user
profile, as well as an http link to an external website.

• Tweet The tweet is the fundamental element in the Twitter social network
platform. Tweets are limited to less than 140 characters but can provide links
to external content. While tweets are text-based elements, they can have links
to images or external websites embedded within them, thus providing a richer
set of content beyond exclusively text.

2.2

Social Media Demographics Extraction

Social media demographics extraction research follows a similar theme throughout
the existing work. These works often rely on a narrowly focused feature set used
to inform classification models of a user’s demographics. Predominately, statistical
language models derived from word frequencies (bag-of-words) of user posts are used
in demographic extraction research. As is the case with [11, 10, 64] which aims to
extract a user’s age and [6, 7, 65] which focuses on gender, all use an analysis of
word usage patterns to generate statistical models. Still other researchers make small
modifications to the standard bag-of-words techniques by extending bag-of-words to
bi-grams or tri-grams, as is the case in work by Peersman et al. [65].
Language has been an important tool used by researchers to classify users into
particular groups, often by demographics. In work by Akram et al. [66], specific
personality traits were detected using language as well as gender as a demographic
element. Akram et al. premise was that psychologists believe language (i.e., the
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phrases and text that people use) is the key to human thoughts [67]. To study
this, these researchers attempted to connect a user’s Twitter posting activity with
the “Big Five Model”, a psychology model that provides broad classification of
personality traits by dividing the human personality into five separate categories [68].
These categories are openness, conscientiousness, extraversion, agreeableness, and
neuroticism [69]. The first part of their work looks to detect the five personality
elements using the language in tweets.

Secondly, they looked at mental health

prediction (specifically psychopathic tendencies). They hypothesized that a tweet of
a psychopathic user would contain more cause and effect statements, more primitive
needs, and less emotional discussion when compared to those of healthy individuals.
Finally, this work looked at gender prediction working under the notion that research
has shown women generally discuss relationships more than men. Conversely, men
often discuss objects more than women [70]. For this study, the researchers collected
tweets from 345 Twitter users and aggregated each of the user’s history into a
single file, representing the posting history of each user individually as a document.
Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) [71] and Natural Language Toolkit
(NLTK) [72] were selected by the researchers to extract meaningful features that
have close relationships with the psychology-related classification goals (e.g., Big Five
Personality, psychopathic behavior, and gender derived from psychology tendencies).
While this study did not examine the accuracy of the classifications it made, it was
used to assess the overall landscape of Twitter users, stating that a small percentage of
users in fact had psychopathic tendencies. The gender-related study has shown that
the gender makeup of the researchers’ classifications matched that of the reported
gender makeup of Twitter as a platform.
While language has been used by many researchers to classify users into
groups, other derived features have also proven to be important beyond language.
Specifically, Alowibdi et al.

looked at using color choices and name extraction
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for detecting a Twitter user’s gender [73]. This work [73] criticized much of the
language-based classification models as having too many features, a problem caused
by using bag-of-words models to represent user’s posting activity. They state that
the increasingly large number of features used to train models increases complexity,
both in terms of computational complexity as well as complexity that reduces the
ability to interpret the classification models. [73] disregarded the language contained
in the posting activity of users and instead focused on three components for feature
derivation: 1) first name, 2) user name, and 3) profile colors. This work looked at
194,293 Twitter profiles by extracting the ground truth data (Gender: Male/Female)
according to links provided in a given user’s Twitter profile. For example, if a
Twitter user provided a link to a Facebook profile, [73] would scrape the gender
information from the user’s Facebook profile and subsequently consider it has ground
truth. Following the collection of the ground truth labels of gender, each of the users’
profiles are collected for feature extraction. First name and usernames are converted
to phonemes using the LOGIOS lexicon tool. Using this tool, names such as “Mary”
would be represented as “M EH R IY”, breaking down the words to their phonetic
components. The individual phonemes were then expanded to n-gram phonemes
(where n ranged from 1-5). As a result, “Mary” would ultimately be represented as
(“M”, “M EH”, “EH”, “EH R”, “R”, “R IY”, “IY”) for a 2-gram scenario. Along
similar lines of thought, each of the individualized colors from the user’s profile
(background, text, link, sidebar fill, and sidebar border colors) were converted to
a spectrum of 512 colors from their HTML color codes. Color as a feature set was
examined in a previous study by Alowibdi et al. [74]. Alowibdi et al. considered
three classification models for classifying users into male and female groups, namely
Naive Bayes, Decision Trees, and a Naive Bayes-Decision Tree Hybrid approach. They
showed that both name and color choices did have a positive predictive impact on
the gender classification results. Specifically and unsurprisingly, they found that first
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names made a stronger contribution to gender classification than color and usernames.
Finally, Sayyadiharikandeh et al. examined the classification of users’ genders based
on tweets, screen name, and profile picture by using a combination of classifiers, image
recognition tools, and unigram representations of tweets [75].
Researchers have also explored interactive methods for inferring demographics
of Twitter users. Specifically, Beretta et al. [57] looked at a two-step process for
learning the age and gender of Twitter users. This group of researchers considered
the name extracted from Twitter profiles as a feature for classifying gender. To do
this, names were compared against a database of names as related to gender and
converted into one of five enumerations (Female, mostly Female, Male, mostly Male,
Unisex). Age information was collected by looking at user tweets which contained
birthday-related text (e.g., “Today is my 25th birthday.”). Age was then discretized
into two categories, users below 30 and users above 30. Uni-grams (bag-of-words
approach) were extracted from user tweets and coupled with part-of-speech tags to
incorporate stylistic features in the model. Using Support Vector Machines (SVM)
and Naive Bayes, each tweet is then classified as originating from a younger/older
or male/female user. The probabilities of each age/gender classification are then
aggregated to form a final classification of the user. SVM was shown to outperform
Naive Bayes in terms of performance. Ultimately, this classification model was used
as an initial guess for a larger system that was used to refine the predictions made
by the classifier. The researchers designed a tool which provided users with an initial
guess (using the features and classification approach described above). Human users
were then provided with an interface that displayed additional information about the
users (e.g., pictures, profile images, etc.) that they could incorporate into their final
consideration of gender and age. This approach was intended to incorporate human
refinement into the classification results, ultimately resulting in a semi-automatic
approach to classifying the age and gender of Twitter users.
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The Burger et al. approach [6] to gender and age classification is considered one
of the leading approaches in terms of accuracy . This work collected a large sample of
Twitter users along with their gender by gathering age and gender information from
linked blog sites in the user’s Twitter profile. This was done because of the structured
nature of the blog sites specifically labeling date of birth and gender information. To
construct a feature set for gender and age classification, Burger et al. collect tweets,
full name, username, and user description information. Using a character-level n-gram
approach, aggregated tweets, name, username, and descriptions are converted to a
vector space representation, ultimately resulting in very high dimensional data on the
order of 15+ million features. Coupling all four feature sets together provided the
highest accuracy using an SVM classifier. Burger et al. provides an analysis of how
the number of users included in the training set impacts the overall accuracy of the
approach. In addition, Burger et al. looks at how increasing the number of tweets
collected for each user also increases the accuracy of the classification (age/gender).
Finally, Burger et al. compared the automated classification approach to human
classifications (using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk). Human classifiers were asked to
classify 100 or more profiles into male and female categories. Accuracy scores for each
human were calculated and compared against the automated classification results.
Burger et al. showed that the machine learning approach outperformed all but the
top 5% of human classifiers. This approach showed a wide range of accuracy scores,
directly related to the size of the training set used when training the model. Having
approximately 184,000 Twitter users with a labeled gender, he tested his approach
using various sizes of training data to ultimately show that using less than 1000
users in the training data produces less than 70% classification accuracy. This leaves
obvious room for improvement, both in terms of a smaller number of required users
for training as well as the number of features used in the classification model by
reducing the dimensionality from 15+ million. While 1,000 users in a training set
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might be considered reasonable, Twitter’s throttled API access can at times make
data collection difficult for groups of demographically labeled users.
Demographics have been considered from multiple perspectives on Twitter.
Chen et al.

[76] aimed to improve previous work on demographic extraction

by including profile self-descriptions and profile images as features in a classification model. These researchers collected hand-annotated accounts using Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk. Mechanical Turk users were presented with account information
for each Twitter user (including their name, profile image, self-description, and one
sample tweet) and asked to infer the user’s gender (either Male, Female, or Unsure).
Hand annotations were compared, with labels obtaining more than two out of three
agreements among annotators retained for the study. In their work, the researchers
take a new approach to feature generation by considering the neighboring users’ tweets
and self-descriptions for feature extraction. Additionally, n-grams are generated from
the 10,000 most frequently appearing uni-grams. Combined with this, an additional
representation of language is generated by creating a 100-topic LDA model. This
model is used to assign latent topics to each tweet and self-description. Largely,
the problem with this approach stems from the fact that Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [77] has been shown in previous studies to perform poorly when applied to
short-text, or limited-content text, such as in Twitter [78, 79]. The final derived
feature comes from the profile image, where the researchers quantize images into
specific visual words by using SIFT (Scale-invariant Feature Transformation) [80] for
object recognition. SIFT is an algorithm for detecting objects in an image. This
approach is known for its ability to detect objects, which the model was trained to
recognize, in environments with various lighting conditions, cluttered images with
multiple objects, and varied size/scaling of the trained object. Ultimately, these
features were tested individually and as combinations using SVM to generate the
final classifications. Still other researchers have considered deriving feature sets from
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other types of information provided by users. Specifically, Ma et al. [81] looked at
automatically annotating posted images into various content categories also using
SIFT. They then constructed models using crowd-sourced labeling of users according
to their gender. A slight variation of the image categorization technique comes from
Merler et al. [82]. These researchers trained a classification model to detect the types
of faces which appeared in profile pictures to gender.
Still others have taken a different approach to extracting demographics from
online activity of users. Culotta et al. [83] constructed a regression model based on the
website viewing activity of users and their neighbors. These researchers constructed
a training set of labeled data by assuming the Twitter followers fit the common
demographic of a given website provided in their profile. In other words, if the
common demographic of www.ign.com is 18-24 males and the user provided a link
to that website in their Twitter profile, this user was then assumed to have these
demographic characteristics. Using this information, a rich network of connected
users on Twitter was constructed. By using the characteristics of 10 connected friends
from a given user, a regression model was able to predict the user’s demographics.
Similarly, Ito et al. [84] looked at Twitter user attributes and the content of their
neighbors to infer user demographics.
Other forms of online communications have been considered when attempting
to extract user demographics. Filippova [85] considered the comment posting activity
of Youtube users. Filippova looked at using features extracted from the language of
user posts to infer their demographics (age and gender). He found that features such
as use of pronouns, determiners, and function words helped indicate a given user’s
gender.
Profiling users beyond demographic components has also been actively researched
in recent years, using more diverse feature sets to classify users into groups by
personality type [86, 12], account type [8], and political affiliation [87, 88]. These
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researchers use descriptive feature sets including network statistics (in-degree and
out-degree centralities), posting activity, interaction with other users, the presence
of named entities, and topic distributions of the user’s timelines to inform their
models. While the classification outcomes of these research do not relate directly
to demographics, the use of diverse feature sets has informed our research.
As shown above, researchers have considered various methods for extracting user
demographics from online activity. Demography in medical studies has long served
as important cornerstone of understanding disease susceptibility and propagation
[89, 90, 91, 92]. This research extends our understanding of how to extract user
demographic information and simultaneously presents new opportunities for health
demography studies via social media through the application of the proposed user
mining approaches.

2.3

Twitter Text Mining

Much of the existing user classification and demographic extraction work focuses
on word statistics and language models.

This lead us to explore the existing

literature describing methods of transforming the raw text contained in tweets into
new features. Topic modeling, statistical models that infer latent topic representations
of text content, remains an important research area in social media text mining [93].
However, multiple studies have shown [78, 79] that standard LDA topic modeling
[77] approaches struggle to generate topics due to the limited text content (≤ 140
characters) available in tweets. As a result, extensive work has been conducted to
overcome challenges posed by limited-content. Various tweet pooling schemes have
been developed to aggregate tweets and, therefore, increase text content available to
latent topic model approaches, such as LDA. Additionally, researchers have taken
advantage of hashtags to discover sentiments among broad topics [94]. Hashtags have
remained an important linguistic structure within social media, particularly for topic
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detection. Mehrotra et al. [95] explored the concept of pooling tweets by hashtag,
reducing the impact of limited content and exploiting the user-generated topic
assignments. Ramage et al. [96] also examined the application of supervised topic
modeling approaches in combination with inferred labels using hashtag and trending
topic detection, showing improvements in topic modeling over existing approaches. In
these works [95, 96], while considered the most accurate labeling techniques, still come
with limitations. In the Ramage et al. approach, a new topic label for each hashtag in
the collection leads to specific and often redundant labels. Similarly, [95] pools tweets
by shared hashtags yet fails to account for multi-hashtagged tweets. Both of these
approaches share a similar limitation in that models are trained using the language
of a single hashtag. For example, in each of these approaches, different labels would
be generated for #photo and #photography, which ultimately represent the same
conceptual hashtag. Consequently, the language model, as a result of the vocabulary
it associates with each hashtag, is likely to experience difficulty in distinguishing
between a #photo tweet and a #photography tweet, thus producing topic classification
with low confidence. We propose a new method for assigning labels to tweets by first
clustering similar hashtags, constructing a new feature set using part-of-speech (POS)
tagging, and further refining results by using probability scores.
Many researchers have looked at classifying tweets into specific topics, often
choosing to focus on a particular set of topics for detection. Batool et al. looked
at classifying tweets into one of eight categories, namely diabetes, food, diet,
medication, education, dengue, parkinson, and movies [97].

This work initially

focused on detecting a classification of diabetes-related tweets, however, was expanded
to include non-diabetic related topics (i.e., movies and dengue) to showcase the
ability of categorization of broad and specific topics. By searching for specific topics
across the publicly available tweets, these researchers refined the text in tweets by
applying several filtering layers before classification. Namely, entity extraction was
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performed on tweets by looking at the natural language components of the text, i.e.,
part-of-speech tags. Following that, synonyms of words were detected to normalize
features by converting terms to both their singular form and appending addition terms
found in the WordNet dictionary, e.g., calories to calorie and exercises to exercise,
workout. Although the research did not specify the classification algorithm adopted,
the preprocessing, filtering, and expansion of text was cited as improving classification
accuracy from 0.1% to 55%, demonstrating the importance of transforming raw text
to meaningful features. Still other researchers looked to classify tweets into categories
by overcoming the limited content problem (< 140 characters) using expansion
techniques augmenting original tweets with web content (specifically from Yahoo!
Answers) [98]. Content expansion techniques were shown to be promising methods
for improving the accuracy of tweet classification. Still others chose to expand tweets
with other data sources, such as Wikipedia, to improve categorization results [99].

2.4

Classification and Language

Many researchers have drawn connections between writing styles and choices and
the demographics (e.g., gender, ethnicity, etc.) of the authors. Colley and Todd
[58] conducted an experiment on male and female participants by monitoring their
email activity. While finding little difference in the use of email, Colley discovered
that there was a measurable difference in the types of content conveyed over email
when comparing male and female-authored messages. Topics commonly considered
to be female-centric commonly appeared in the writing of email, such as intimacy,
shopping, and nightlife. Men often included location descriptions and people-related
content in their emails.
In addition to detecting demographic elements of users, researchers have
considered building models to detect specific authors based on writing styles.
Authorship attribution models, such as those in [100], rely on standardized word
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frequencies of select terms and punctuation; ultimately developing models with
features precisely tuned to detect the author under consideration. This targeted
approach to vocabulary has been shown to improve classification results by only
including features, which are of importance to authorship attribution.
We have identified opportunities in the literature for enhancing the performance
of language models designed for Twitter. Specifically, we aim to extend the ability to
create accurate supervised learning models for topic extraction from limited-content
tweets. We have also observed limited exploration into demographic extraction of
Twitter users. As a result, we explore the application of language models to user
content combined with the extraction of user information for the purposes of inferring
user demographics.
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CHAPTER 3
LANGUAGE AND CANCER TRENDS IN SOCIAL MEDIA

3.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we explore the relationship between language use on Twitter and
a user’s ethnicity. Previous studies have shown that language usage patterns have
strong connections to one’s ethnicity [59]. With the lack of publicly available ethnicity
information at a Twitter user level, we introduce and test two new methods for
extracting ethnicity information from a user’s timeline. This work first considers
the expansion of user timelines through the addition of noun and verb synonyms.
Conversely, we test a reduction method that represents a user’s timeline with the
probability distribution over a set of latent topics. The proposed approaches are
compared against a bag-of-words baseline model.
Public health studies have shown that cancer mortality rates vary greatly among
ethnic groups [21, 22]. In this work, we also explore the application of ethnicity
extraction models to Twitter data for the purpose of exploring health discussion
trends among ethnic groups. We adopt the highest performing ethnicity extraction
model for assigning an inferred ethnicity to an unlabeled user. Having labeled all
users in the collection, we observe the trends with which each ethnicity discusses
cancer, breast cancer, lung cancer, colon cancer, and prostate cancer. Cancer is a
particularly important disease for analysis on social media because of widespread
impact on U.S. patients [21] as well as the large disparity in terms of awareness
[31, 33] and also mortality rates among minorities and non-minorities. In addition,
cancer awareness campaigns have become increasingly popular public health devices
for increasing awareness of specific types of cancer. These awareness campaigns often
run annual month-long events for driving patient discussions around cancers. As
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a result, we examine the rate of discussion of these diseases between April 2014
to January 2015 for Caucasian and African-American users to observe the impact
awareness campaigns have as well as the overall discussion rates of each ethnic group.

3.2
3.2.1

Method

Data Collection and Preprocessing

Tweets were collected from April 1, 2014 through January 21, 2015 using the
Twitter public streaming Application Programming Interface (API) to collect 1%
of public tweets, yielding 281,276,343 tweets submitted by 40,403,529 unique users.
We are aware that there are publicly available datasets intended for Twitter analysis,
however, these datasets are often small (in terms of total counts of tweets collected),
short (in terms of the duration of the collection period), and often topically focused
(collecting only tweets which contain a given keyword). For this reason, we elected
to create our own Twitter dataset using the free streaming API Twitter provides,
consisting of 1% of public tweets, made freely available to researchers for researcher
purposes. For this study, we restricted our collection to English-only tweets. We
provided no restriction on GPS values for each tweet due to the sparsely available GPS
data and instead focus our tweet location to U.S.-only accounts using an approach
introduced later in this paper. Due to a technical issue with our collection system,
tweets from May 13, 2014 through July 24, 2014 were not retained. These tweets
were not able to be recollected because of the nature of the streaming API. Free
tweets are provided to researchers who maintain an active connection to the Twitter
servers. The power outage which occurred on July 24, 2014 which disrupted the
connection to the Twitter servers caused the loss of data during that period. The lost
tweets during this time period were irretrievable via the streaming API. During the
uninterrupted data collection period, the Twitter-provided unique user ID number,
tweet, Data/Time, profile-identified location, and GPS latitude and longitude values
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were collected (when available). Following the collection of tweets, user timelines
were re-constructed by grouping tweets using the unique user ID number. Figure 3.1
and 3.2 show the distribution of character lengths for tweets in the collection.

Figure 3.1 A histogram of tweet character lengths.
The preprocessing procedure for cleaning tweets followed a consistent approach
across all collected timelines. Given that the focus was on the predictive power
of text, tweets containing linking information outside of the self-contained tweet,
predominately non-language elements (i.e., URLs, usernames, and re-tweet information) were systematically removed. For example a tweet containing elements such
as, “www.t.co”, “cnn.com”, “@username”, and “RT @username” would be removed
from the collection. While re-tweeted text may provide information about individuals
and/or organizations a user interacts with via Twitter, at this scale we were unable
to include all re-tweets using the provided Twitter API due to rate limitations (i.e.,
restrictions imposed by Twitter limiting the number of searches we could conduct in a
15-minute period). User timelines (tweets aggregated by the user) that contained little
information were removed by systematically eliminating those that were shorter than
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Figure 3.2 A histogram of the log of timeline lengths of users.
eighty-five characters from the study. To select this character threshold, we observed
timelines of increasingly longer lengths from 10 characters upwards. During this
cleaning process, it was apparent that timelines shorter than eighty-five characters
generally contained fewer than fifteen words, which provided little information to
make accurate classifications. These preprocessing methods left us with a final tweet
count of 19,818,236 belonging to 779,653 unique users’ timelines for analysis.

3.2.2

Label Extraction and Identification of Race/Ethnicity

The approach to classifying users’ ethnicities presented in this paper relies on Vapnik’s
supervised learning classification approach, Support Vector Machine (SVM)[101],
which requires accurate training data to inform the classification model and also
a reliable set of testing data for assessing the accuracy of classifications.

To

acquire training data indicating the ethnicity of Twitter users, we looked for specific
declarative statements within each user’s timeline (i.e., statements where users
explicitly defined an element of their personal identity). Timelines that contained
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such declarative statements were labeled accordingly, receiving one of four enumerated
keys. These keys indicated the types of ethnicity explored by this study, taking
the values of: Caucasian, African-American, Asian, and Hispanic. Searches were
conducted across all timelines to detect the following terms: “black,” “african
american,” “africanamerican,” “african-american,” “white,” “caucasian,” “asian,”
“hispanic.” These searches significantly limited the timelines that needed to be
considered for labeling. As a result, this smaller subset of timelines was manually
labeled. Timelines were labeled by hand because of varying forms of declarative
statements. However, declarative statements were required to have a first person
pronoun as the sentence subject followed by clearly stated race-related comment.
Examples of declarative statements include: “I am African-American”, “I’m Asian”,
or “I’m a black man.” Additionally, more complicated declarative statements were
race-labeled.

For example, “I’m a hard working individual and a black man.”

Although we are aware of the sociological differences in race and ethnicity, with
race associated with biology and ethnicity associating with culture, this study does
not make distinctions between the two types of declarative statements since the end
Twitter users who contributed to such statements are not always consistent.

3.2.3

Classification Approach — Classification of Race/Ethnicity

Individual tweets are short, often uninformative messages providing little classification
potential for identification of user profile information. This led us to examine users’
timelines, rather than individual tweets, to enhance the accuracy of our classification
approach by extracting features consisting of deeper information around users’
activities. Users’ tweets were aggregated into timelines containing the chronological
order of their submitted tweets for the 10-month data collection period. This was
done by grouping tweets by a given user into a single document representing the entire
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user’s posting history. This provided a larger text source for identifying descriptive
elements indicative of a given user’s ethnicity.
Baseline classification models described in previous work [6] adopt documentterm matrices for representing the frequency with which terms appear in a given
timeline. In the context of this work, classification algorithms are trained to detect
vocabulary usage patterns among a group of ethnic users. Recall that the known
ethnicity of a user is acquired according to their self-identified ethnic background
(e.g., “I’m African-American,” appearing within their timeline). The vocabulary
usage patterns detected among the self-identified users are then applied to users who
chose not to explicitly define their ethnicity. This is done to infer previously unknown
demographic features of a wider population of users.

Demographic information

is often used to summarize health trends across a population and, therefore, the
extraction of demographic information in a wide social media population could
provide useful information for public health studies. Two opposing approaches were
examined in this study: 1) how can timeline synonym expansion enhance predictive
ability? and 2) can a topical representation of user posting activity produce an
equivalent accuracy score? These scenarios were born from two ideas. The first
is that users often express similar thoughts on social media with varying lexical
choices. Secondly, can these similar thoughts be equivalently represented using a
topic modeling approach.
Connecting the users’ vocabulary choices to specific ethnicities proved to be
difficult. This was discovered while building the baseline classifier [102, 103, 104] using
a bag-of-words approach similar to the baseline in previous works [88]. For example,
one ethnic group may often use terms such as wife, spouse, and marriage, consistently
appearing as some of the most identifying terms for that group. Having identified that
Twitter users often used varying terms to describe the same concept, we expanded
tweets with additional vocabulary in an attempt to increase lexical overlapping of
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group member term usage to easily segment profile types. Using part-of-speech
tagging, we identified nouns and verbs within tweets. Then for each tweet, using
WordNet (a lexical database where nouns, verbs and adjectives are collected into sets
of cognitive synonyms) [105, 106], the top five synonyms according to the WordNet
ranking of frequency of synonym usage relative to the target term, when available, for
each noun and verb were appended to the tweets, resulting in expanded tweets while
retaining their original meanings. This allowed for more frequent overlap between
tweet term usage among racial and ethnic groups and a more accurate classification
algorithm. To the best of our knowledge, using synonym expansion of tweets to
enhance the bag-of-words feature set has not been explored in detecting the ethnicity
of Twitter users.
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [77] is a statistical method for computing
abstract topics of a given document using the co-occurrences of terms within the
documents of a corpus. LDA assumes that documents are distributions over topics
and topics are distributions over words. Based on the occurrences of words within
a larger corpus, a new document’s distribution of topics can be inferred based on
the vocabulary that is present. Our second ethnic classification approach used LDA
to detect patterns among topics rather than vocabulary usage by first converting
tweets into topics. We acknowledge that LDA is typically used for topic detection
in long documents and its limitation when applied to topic detection from short
text. Nevertheless, by our study design, all tweet text contributed by a Twitter
user were first aggregated to generate the user’s total writing record on Twitter,
after which LDA is applied onto the aggregated writing record of a user (averaging
324 characters). Although this writing record remains relatively short in length, the
duration of the collection period and size is consistent with the collection in the
original work that proposes the author-based aggregation technique [95]. In Figures
3.1 and 3.2, we summarize tweet and total tweet writing record (user timeline)
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length of the collection of tweets examined herein. This author-based aggregation
step greatly mitigates the sparsity issue of short input text to the LDA model. It
is noted that the above pre-processing step is also popularly adopted when topic
modeling is applied to Twitter data [95, 79, 107]. Using LDA topic distributions to
represent timelines resulted in a reduction of features (variables used for classifying
the ethnicity of a user; for example, these variables consisted of frequency counts of
stemmed-words such as “togeth”, “damnnn,” and “sharp,” which generally indicated
an African-American user, and “newyork,” “lifetime,” and “whatchya,” which were
strongly associated with Caucasian users) by 99.7% while improving classification
accuracy for some ethnic groups. The number of abstract topics, and thus the number
of features representing Twitter timelines, was decided on by iteratively building
classification algorithms with increasing larger topic sizes. LDA models with topic
sizes ranging from 10 to 100 were constructed for the user timelines. Accuracy of
the model within this corpus of timelines peaked at approximately forty-five abstract
topics, which was then adopted for each testing set. In this approach, we aimed to
reduce the number of features representing the activities of each Twitter user. Having
reduced users’ timelines to representation comprised of LDA topic distributions, we
then adopted a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification approach with a radial
basis function kernel for our classification algorithm. This method was chosen for its
demonstrated ability to perform well with text data and is consistently considered the
best approach in text classification studies [108]. SVM is a supervised classification
algorithm that attempts to maximize the margin between classes in the training
dataset. One benefit of the SVM classification algorithm is the kernel trick, which
allows for the direct transformation of data points using kernels. In this work, we
considered several kernels including linear, radial basis function, and sigmoid with
the highest results observed when using the radial basis kernel.
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We used ten-fold cross validation to test the accuracy of the models. The labeled
dataset was divided into ten, equally sized bins. Nine of the ten bins were used to
train the model, while the remaining bin was used for testing. We iterated over the
bins ten times, reserving a new bin for testing with each additional iteration. Due to
the unbalanced nature of our dataset, we chose two evaluation metrics. First, for each
ethnicity, we computed the Balanced Accuracy (Equation 3.1), a performance metric
intended for unbalanced classes [109]. Second, we provided the overall accuracy for
all ethnicities (Equation 3.2), as well as the accuracy for Caucasians and African
Americans (the two groups focused on in the second part of this study).


1
tp
tn
BalancedAccuracy =
+
2 tp + fp tn + fn

Accuracy =

(tp + tn )
(tp + fp + tn + fn )

(3.1)

(3.2)

Where tp : true positive, tn : true negative, fp : false positive, fn : false negative.

In addition, we provided a confusion matrix of the classification results in Table
3.4 (results for text classification with synonym expansion) and Table 3.6 (results for
the topic-based method) to give further details of the classification performance.

3.2.4

Statistical Analysis

Each statistical analysis for this study was carried out using the R Statistical Software
Package [110]. To measure the statistical significance of the observed differences
between groups, t-tests were conducted with pairwise comparisons of ethnic groups
(i.e., Caucasian vs. African American, Caucasian vs. Hispanic, etc.). We tested the
hypothesis that there were no statistically significant pairwise racial and ethnic group
differences in cancer term usage during each month of the study period. Because pairs
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of ethnic groups were tested independently of one another, no adjustments for multiple
comparisons were made. P-values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

3.3

Results

To evaluate the success in the classification of race/ethnicity, we compared the
accuracy of text classification with synonym expansion against the topic-based
method (Tables 3.3 and 3.5). These approaches are compared against the performance
reported using the bag-of-words approach (Table 3.1). We found that the accuracy
of text classification with synonym expansion outperformed the topic-based approach
in most cases. Using the synonym expansion approach, we achieved the following
accuracies for correctly identifying user ethnicities: 88.87% among Caucasian users,
81.26% among African-American users, 72.32% among Asian users, and 69.07%
among Hispanic users. The overall accuracy for all groups using this approach was
76.07%. Using topic detection, we observed no improvement in overall accuracy at
55.59%. Among the groups we also observed a lower accuracy score (Caucasian,
African-American, Asian, and Hispanics resulting in 71.89%, 68.32%, 53.43%,
and 54.50% respectively).

In addition, we report the confusion matrices of the

classification results to illustrate the differences in class sizes among the collection
(see Tables 3.2, 3.4, and 3.6).
We suspect topic detection classification produced lower accuracy scores due to
the loss of nuanced lexical differences between ethnic groups lost during the feature
reduction process. For example, a topic model may identify a timeline containing
some topical references to “family.” Thus, this would be represented as a feature in the
topic-based approach. However, we observed that the explicit usage of terms such as
“husband,” “girl,” “boo,” “baby,” or “wife” provide a stronger indication of ethnicity
than broad topics. These terms are lost in the topic-based feature representation of
user timelines and subsequently produce lower accuracy scores.
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Table 3.1 Text Classification using a Bag-of-Words (Baseline) Classification Model
and Accuracy Results
Race and Ethnicity

%

BalancedAccuracy
Caucasian

83.47

African American

77.26

Asian

67.28

Hispanic

69.87

All Groups

72.35

Caucasians and African Americans

84.19

Accuracy

Table 3.2
Results

Confusion Matrix of Bag-of-Words (Baseline) Model Classification

Classification

Reference, n
Caucasian

African American

Asian

Hispanic

Caucasian

2453

449

137

126

African American

287

1469

318

203

Asian

20

30

274

40

Hispanic

26

40

27

261
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Table 3.3 Text Classification with Synonym Expansion Model Classification and
Accuracy Results
Race and Ethnicity

%

BalancedAccuracy
Caucasian

88.87

African American

81.26

Asian

72.32

Hispanic

69.07

All Groups

76.07

Caucasians and African Americans

88.32

Accuracy

Table 3.4 Confusion Matrix of Synonym Expansion Model Classification Results
Classification

Reference, n
Caucasian

African American

Asian

Hispanic

Caucasian

1689

125

26

21

African American

261

1231

183

276

Asian

24

38

211

27

Hispanic

16

26

30

216
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Table 3.5 Topic-Based Model Classification and Accuracy Results
Race and Ethnicity

%

BalancedAccuracy
Caucasian

71.89

African American

68.32

Asian

53.43

Hispanic

54.50

All Groups

55.59

Caucasians and African Americans

70.03

Accuracy

Table 3.6 Confusion Matrix of Topic-Based Model Classification Results
Classification

Reference, n
Caucasian

African American

Asian

Hispanic

Caucasian

1067

117

49

71

African American

890

1286

337

380

Asian

26

10

39

35

Hispanic

7

7

25

54
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Given the higher overall accuracy, as well as the high accuracies among
Caucasian and African-American users, we selected the synonym expansion approach
for classifying the remaining unlabeled users within the collection. Additionally, we
elected to exclude users classified as Asian and Hispanic from this study for multiple
reasons. First, the population sizes where users declared ethnicities of these types were
markedly smaller than populations of Caucasians and African-Americans. Second, we
believe we may have excluded some Asian and Hispanic users by limiting the tweet
collection to English-only tweets. The combination of these complications (small
population sizes and the restriction of English-only tweets) is a likely reason for the
reduction in accuracy among these groups and their subsequent exclusion from the
study.
In this study, we have established and tested a systematic method for detecting
ethnicities among Twitter users. Using the more accurate approach, text classification
with synonym expansion, we detected and assigned ethnicities to all users within the
collection consisting of 19,818,236 tweets posted by 779,653 unique users. tweets were
divided by posting date into nine months, accounting for the ten-month study period
with portions of May and July and the entirety of June lost due to system failure.
Various descriptive statistics were calculated to describe the health effects extracted
from the dataset.
As shown in Table 3.7, the number of unique users varied widely by race and
ethnicity. To detect significant differences in term usage between ethnic groups, each
term contribution was normalized by the percentage distribution of its population.
Additionally, the term frequency for each ethnic group is provided without normalization. The number of unique users from each ethnic group was examined for
each month. Caucasian users dominated the dataset (92.32%, 719798/779653), while
African-American users often represented 7.12% (55549/779653) of the population,
and both Asian and Hispanic users made up a small percentage of the overall
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Table 3.7 Distribution of Unique Active Twitter Users during each Month of the
Study Period by Race/Ethnicity
Month

Race and Ethnicity

Total

African
Caucasian,

Asian,

Hispanic,

n (%)

n (%)

n (%)

American,
n (%)
April

49104 (9.72)

452924 (89.64)

1289 (0.25)

1935 (0.38)

505252

May*

40956 (12.76)

277169 (86.36)

1177 (0.37)

1646 (0.51)

320948

July*

43349 (9.58)

405185 (89.57)

1661 (0.37)

2191 (0.48)

452386

August

54740 (7.91)

632687 (91.47)

1820 (0.26)

2466 (0.36)

691713

September

52224 (10.16)

457300 (89.02)

1789 (0.35)

2417 (0.47)

513730

October

50120 (11.07)

398440 (88.02)

1763 (0.39)

2371 (0.52)

452694

November

50060 (10.80)

409125 (88.30)

1762 (0.38)

2370 (0.51)

463317

December

48247 (11.20)

378412 (87.86)

1727 (0.40)

2292 (0.53)

430678

January

30707 (15.62)

162682 (82.75)

1435 (0.73)

1780 (0.91)

196604

population (0.55%, 4306/779653). We were less confident in predications of Asian
and Hispanic ethnicity among users based on the smaller training set as well as the
lower accuracy values among these ethnic groups.
This study focused on the social media attention given to site-specific cancers
and differences by race/ethnicity.

Specifically, Twitter timelines were examined

for the frequency of occurrence of the following terms: “cancer,” “breast cancer,”
“prostate cancer,” “colorectal cancer,” and “lung cancer.” These terms were detected
using methods adopted in previous studies examining discussions about specific health
topics on Twitter [111]. We are aware of other work [112] that distinguishes between
medically-related use of the term ’cancer’ and non-medically related uses. However,
when examining our own dataset, by sampling 200 randomly chosen tweets containing
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the word “cancer” (representing 1% of all “cancer” tweets in the collection), we
observed only 8.5% of tweets were used in the context of Zodiac signs and 2% referred
to destructive practices (e.g., “He was a cancer to the community.”). We suspect
the low percentage of non-medically related usage may be a result of the cleaning
process performed, where tweets containing URLs were stripped from the collection
(i.e., horoscope tweets often contain links to an extended version of the horoscope).
Furthermore, we examined samples of each of the bi-gram terms of interest (e.g.,
“breast cancer,” “prostate cancer,” “colorectal cancer,” and “lung cancer”). We
observed no uses of the term “cancer” in a context other than the medical terminology
when examining these samples, presumably because of their specificity. We retained
the uni-gram term in our study for comparison; however, we focus the discussion on
the results related to the bi-gram terms.
First, we examined user activity by ethnicity during each month of the study
period to understand seasonal peaks in term usage on Twitter (Table 3.7). Second,
we then counted the frequency of cancer terms for each month and by ethnicity.
The types of cancer examined in this study include: breast cancer, prostate cancer,
colorectal cancer, and lung cancer. For “cancer” related tweets, we counted the
detection of the following keywords:

benign, cancer(s), cancerous, carcinogen,

carcinogenic, chemo, chemotherapy, chemotherapeutic, cyst(s), growths, leukemia,
lymphoma, malignant, metastases, metastasis, metastatic, neoplasm, neoplasm,
oncologist, oncology, radiation, radiotherapy, recurrence, and tumor(s). These sets
of terms were adopted from a previous study [113]. Similar to our study, [113]
counted the frequency of cancer-related tweets on Twitter and Facebook. It then
compared these results to the frequency of obesity-related tweets and Facebook
posts. For specific cancer types, we used the National Institute of Health’s website
[114] for other disease synonyms.

For breast cancer, we searched for: breast

cancer, breast carcinoma, cancer of the breast, malignant neoplasm of (the) breast,
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malignant tumor of (the) breast, and mammary cancer. For colorectal cancer, we
searched for: colorectal cancer and colon cancer. For lung cancer, we searched
for: lung cancer, cancer of bronchus, cancer of the lung, lung malignancies, lung
malignant tumors, lung neoplasms, malignant lung tumor, malignant neoplasm of
lung, malignant tumor of lung, pulmonary cancer, pulmonary carcinoma, pulmonary
neoplasms, and respiratory carcinoma. Finally, for prostate cancer, we searched for:
prostate cancer, cancer of the prostate, malignant neoplasm of the prostate, prostate
carcinoma, prostate neoplasm, prostatic cancer, prostatic carcinoma, and prostatic
neoplasm. All searches were conducted within our tweet collection. Observable
differences between Caucasian and African American groups were present in almost
all of the chosen cancer terms across each month of the study period (Figure
3.3). However, observations of certain terms, namely “colorectal cancer,” showed
prominently lower frequency counts when compared with other terms and thus were
not shown graphically.
Referencing Figure 3.3, it is important to note the sharp decreases seen following
cancer awareness months (Prostate Cancer Awareness Month [PCAM, September],
Breast Cancer Awareness Month [BCAM, October], and Lung Cancer Awareness
Month [LCAM, November]), particularly among African Americans. Both groups
are seen returning to lower frequencies following awareness months; however, this
observation is more pronounced among African Americans, specifically following
BCAM.
Finally, we examined the differences in term usage by race/ethnicity within
each month of the study period using t-tests of pairwise differences (Table 3.8).
During most months, the Caucasian and African American groups showed statistically
significant differences in terms of Twitter activity. However, in terms of colorectal
cancer, we observed few months where there was a statistically significant difference
between these two groups. Again, we suspect this is a result of the limited number of
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Figure 3.3 Monthly frequency of cancer terms by race/ethnicity (African American,
left axis; Caucasian, right axis), and all Twitter users (right axis). Cancer terms are
“Cancer” (top left), “Breast Cancer” (top right), “Prostate Cancer” (bottom left),
and “Lung Cancer” (bottom right).
users discussing this particular type of cancer via Twitter. Lastly, lung cancer showed
a statistically significant difference between Caucasians and African Americans during
the months of September through December. For the months of January through
August, statistically significant differences between groups were not detected.

3.4
3.4.1

Discussion

Principal Findings

In this study, we observed interesting patterns of media attention given to specific
cancer terms among unique Twitter users during a 9-month period in 2014. With a
focus on cancer in general, and breast, prostate, and lung cancers specifically, which
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Table 3.8 Statistical Significance of Pairwise Differences in Cancer Term usage
between African Americans and Caucasians during each Month of the Study Period
Cancer term, t-test
Month

Breast

Prostate

Colorectal

Lung

Cancer

Cancer

Cancer

Cancer

Cancer

April

0.00003

0.053025

0.014894

0.025347

0.080356

May

0.008194

0.584394

0.122251

0.095581

0.510364

July

0.013599

<0.0001

0.006656

0.157299

0.890133

August

<0.0001

0.001168

0.157209

0.312076

0.165111

September

<0.0001

0.00007

0.017132

0.157299

0.013196

October

<0.0001

<0.0001

0.242175

0.974206

0.000162

November

<0.0001

<0.0001

0.027708

0.014306

0.000631

December

0.000266

0.000001

0.027575

0.317311

0.000067

January

0.241671

0.00945

0.1573

0.083265

0.91944
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are the leading cancers among men and women in the United States, we observed some
variation in the frequency of term usage during and after specific months known to be
cancer awareness months, specifically September (Prostate Cancer Awareness Month
[PCAM]), October (Breast Cancer Awareness Month [BCAM], and November (Lung
Cancer Awareness Month [LCAM]). Interestingly, colorectal cancer, the third most
common cancer in both men and women [21], received the least attention on Twitter
among users sampled in this study across the board. We observed differences in
frequency of use of each of the cancer terms of interest throughout the duration of the
study period by race/ethnicity, which we hypothesize are related to observable cancer
disparities in the United States. These findings highlight the necessity for increased
cancer awareness in the population and the importance of studying how individuals
use social media to spread information about cancer, which could ultimately be
utilized in the future for real-time cancer awareness intervention implemented through
Twitter (and other social media channels).
Overall, we found that the frequencies of mentions of “cancer” among Caucasian
and African American users were similar in terms of seasonal increases or decreases,
although it appeared that African Americans maintained a higher percentage of
normalized tweet frequency of this broad term compared to the Caucasian group. In
terms of the frequencies of mentions of “breast cancer”, Caucasian users consistently
had a higher percentage of use during all months of the study period. As expected,
the frequency of use of this term was highest during BCAM, with a dramatic decrease
in the months following, ultimately returning to levels lower than observed leading up
to BCAM. This was true among both Caucasians and African Americans; however,
there was a steeper decline in the mentions of “breast cancer” on Twitter among
African Americans following BCAM.
This may be an area that can be the focus of future interventions aimed
at increasing breast cancer awareness throughout the year, which could contribute
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to increased knowledge, improved within-guidelines screening rates, and increased
preventive activities among groups with a disproportionate disease burden.

For

example, weekly Twitter chats hosted by the #bcsm (“breast cancer social media”)
community have been shown to raise awareness and decrease medical anxiety in
patients [50]. Identifying individuals who were active during BCAM and inviting
them to participate in Twitter chats could be a way to build an engaged, on-going
community of active participants in discussions about cancer in groups with a
disproportionate disease burden. Chats can be facilitated with the use of a consistent
hashtag, which is a convention on Twitter designed for marking tweets about specific
topics.

Enlisting experts and celebrities to guest host chat sessions may be a

way to promote sustained engagement, particularly because people tend to prefer
health-related messages on social media that come from sources with high status and
credibility [44]. These interventions would leverage Twitter’s capabilities to deliver
just-in-time information and social support, involving individuals proactively in
evidence-based discussions about cancer throughout the year [115]. This intervention
method may be appropriate for other types of cancer as well.
During PCAM, there was a substantially higher frequency of discussion of
prostate cancer among Caucasians compared to African Americans. In July and
January, among Caucasian users, we observed the lowest levels of prostate cancer
discussion. Conversely, among African Americans, we observed a steady decrease
in prostate cancer discussion from August through January. Following PCAM, we
observed a decline in the frequency of use of the term “prostate cancer” among both
groups; however, these declines were slower than that observed with other cancer
awareness campaigns. For example, when examining the frequency of use of the
term “lung cancer,” we observed a peak in November (LCAM) and then a dramatic
decrease to levels lower than observed in the months prior to LCAM.
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The months following cancer awareness month campaigns also presented
interesting findings.

While awareness month campaigns (e.g., PCAM, BCAM,

LCAM) could be considered successful in promoting discussion around various cancer
topics, our findings suggest that these campaigns as evidenced by mentions of
cancer terms via Twitter during specific cancer awareness months, did not appear
to sustain long-term interest and discussion. This phenomenon was particularly
evident when examining breast cancer discussion frequency, but was also present
in both lung cancer and prostate cancer social media activity. In fact, our findings
showed that racial/ethnic groups often returned to a state of lower participation
following awareness campaigns when compared with preceding months. Notably, this
reduction in discussion frequency appeared to be more prevalent among minority
groups. For example, African Americans reduced their participation by 73% in the
month following BCAM when compared with months preceding the program. Among
Caucasians, we also saw a drop in participation where we observed only a 47%
reduction. Similarly for LCAM, we observed a 50% drop among African Americans
compared with a 25% drop in the Caucasian cohort. Finally, in terms of discussion of
colorectal cancer, we saw poor participation throughout the months of the study. This
could be an indication of poor marketing or the taboo nature of the topic among some
populations as well as lack of collection of tweets during Colorectal Cancer Awareness
Month (CRCAM) due to a technical issue with our data collection system.
These drops in participation are likely related to media exposure and framing,
two media effects that are mediated by structural determinants of health (e.g., SES,
race, and ethnicity) [116]. Media exposure is the extent to which individuals encounter
information about cancer in the mass media rather than specifically seeking it out;
framing describes how topics like cancer are discussed in the mass media. This
finding points to the need for interventions that use appropriate framing for minority
populations. For example, using Twitter to share narratives about cancer could
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be particularly fruitful. Digital narratives have been successfully implemented in
interventions aimed at raising awareness and improving screening rates in breast
cancer, colorectal cancer, and prostate cancer [116, 117, 118]. Although tweets are
short, they could be used to share short-form narratives or could be employed in
conjunction with other storytelling techniques to provide engaging narratives about
cancer with the aim of raising awareness and disseminating credible information about
cancer to populations with a disproportionate disease burden [119].
With the growing popularity of social media and the previously unavailable
personal insights it offers, social media mining presents new opportunities and
methods applicable to epidemiological research. Existing studies have examined the
health impacts of social media, as shown in previous work [51] where researchers
concluded that Tobacco Control Programs are ineffective in capitalizing on social
media platform’s potential. In contrast, Thackeray et al. examined the frequency of
breast cancer-related tweets during BCAM [44] and concluded that Twitter could be
a tool used for increasing health conversations to maximize health marketing. In the
present study, we examined how new text-mining techniques can be used to extract a
user’s race/ethnicity through lexical analysis, thereby providing a new opportunity to
inform future studies to potentially address racial/ethnic health disparities. However,
this work can be further expanded to examine differences across other demographic
characteristics, as well as the investigation of disparities with respect to diseases other
than cancer. Finally, understanding a social media user’s demographic makeup also
presents new opportunities for appropriately targeting health education materials.

3.4.2

Limitations

There were limitations of this study that should be considered. Our findings provide
only a glimpse of all tweets, focused on cancer-specific topics, among users without
private Twitter accounts, during one year.
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Thus, there could very well be an

underestimation of the frequency of cancer-focused discussion via Twitter. Relatedly,
it is possible that tweets of interest were missed due to our choice of keywords or
use of alternate terms and/or spellings of some words among the users. It is possible
that we missed tweets of interest based on the keywords we have chosen to examine
and, consequently, the true frequencies of cancer-related tweets may be higher than
what we currently examined in the analysis. Nevertheless, our large-scale systematic
examination of 779,653 unique Twitter users and their tweets contributed during
a 9-month period would still provide a meaningful glimpse into users’ social media
activity related to general or specific cancer topics. We choose to report several
representative case studies using the most popular cancer terms used by Twitter
users. As demonstrated through these multiple case studies, commonly enabled by
the proposed approach, the new method has the promise to be generically applicable
for detecting, tracking, and comparing user interests regarding other cancer or disease
topics. Additionally, due to technical issues with our collection system, we were unable
to retain collected tweets from the middle of May through the end of July 2014,
which could have contributed to the very low frequency of use of the term “colorectal
cancer.” In addition, March, which is CRCAM, was not included in our collection
period and could also contribute to the low frequency of the term “colorectal cancer.”
Another possibility is that not all public tweets were delivered from the Twitter
public API; but there is no way to determine the likelihood of this possibility. The
collection period excluding winter and post-holiday months (late January to March)
could potentially miss important patterns that may emerge through the analysis of
this time period. Additionally, colorectal cancer screenings tend to target an older
population, an age group that is known to not adopt social media as much.
We tested the rate at which users included the term “cancer” in a non-medical
context (e.g., “He was a cancer to the community.” or “I just read my cancer
horoscope.”). Observing a rate of 8.5% related to Zodiac signs and 2% related to
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destructive practices, we recognize the potential impact on the study. However, given
the relatively low rate of usage in these contexts and the likely similar rate of usage
across ethnicities, we believe the impact to the overall study is limited. Additionally,
disease-specific terms, such as “breast cancer” or “lung cancer” would not be plagued
by such a limitation and, as a result, we focus most of our findings on disease-specific
discussion disparities.
LDA has been shown to provide limited topic modeling results when applied
to Twitter datasets. We attempted to mediate this limitation by adopting modified
approaches suggested in existing literature, such as tweet aggregation. Given the
shorter time period of the collection, the average tweet length remained relatively
short and, thus, may have negatively impacted the results of the LDA approach.
Future studies may look to examine how a longer study collection period might
improve the LDA approach proposed in this work.
And finally, because several regional, temporal, and country-specific factors
may have some influence on the contents of information shared or communicated
via Twitter, we went to considerable lengths to limit our dataset to US-based users.
Ideally, we would have liked to filter our dataset by a Twitter-provided variable,
distinguishing US-based users from non-US-based users. However, because Twitter
does not provide this information, we chose to adopt an alternate method for the
extraction of US users by looking at the “Location” portion of a user’s profile. This
is a free-text area provided by Twitter where users can input information such as
New York or San Francisco, California, excluding users with non-US locations in
their profile. This method was chosen for the following two reasons: (1) only a small
fraction of users provide geo-tagged tweets, and (2) it is difficult to assume that
geo-tagged tweets taken internationally do not belong to a US-national. Geo-tagging
of tweets varies in location for a given user and, therefore, does not provide an accurate
understanding of the location a user defines as home.
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3.4.3

Conclusion

This study introduces methods that have the potential to serve as a very powerful
and important tool in disseminating critical prevention, screening, and treatment
messages to the community in real time.

These findings could help improve

future social media studies, identify trends within groups of users, and target
group-specific health education literature by learning users’ characteristics through
language differences. This study also introduced and tested a new methodology
for identifying race/ethnicity among users of social media, which presents a unique
opportunity to study risk profiles, risk factors and behaviors for several conditions
by race/ethnicity and has significant implications in reducing disparities through
targeted intervention and dissemination of evidence-based information tailored to
specific racial and/or ethnic groups.
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CHAPTER 4
GENDER INFERENCE IN TWITTER

4.1

Introduction

Earlier in this work, we introduced the importance of demographics in health studies.
As a result of this fact, we previously introduced a method for inferring a users’
ethnicity based on language usage patterns in Twitter timelines. Having the ability
to infer a user’s ethnicity allowed for a previously unavailable approach to analyzing
cancer-related discussion patterns among ethnic groups on social media. We saw the
opportunity to extend this idea by analyzing other demographic groups and their
cancer-related tweeting patterns. However, when attempting to apply the synonym
expansion approach introduced earlier to other demographic elements, we often were
unable to report comparatively high accuracies. As a result, we explored new methods
for inferring the gender of Twitter users, which is important demographic elements
to medical informatics research.

This work introduces the following two major

contributions in Twitter text mining for the purposes of user gender inference. Below
we introduce these two main contributions.
The first contribution is a new classification-based algorithm for inferring any
social media user’s gender information through comprehensively analyzing the text
content generated and shared publicly by the user in social media. The analysis
examines both the distributions of topics involved in the online user contributed
content and the general language use and writing patterns exhibited in such
content. Additionally, the algorithm also carefully observes the personal information
self-revealed by the user in his or her social media account profile to conduct the
above inference in a manner aware of the personal context. Due to the scope of this
study, the proposed algorithm focuses on inferring the gender of a social media user.
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The proposed method collaboratively leverages a wide spectrum of multimodality information regarding a social media user to infer the person’s gender. Such
information consists of two kinds of: 1) content posted or shared by the user on
social media, and 2) personal information self-revealed in the online social media
profile of the user. The first kind of information listed in the above comprises:
a) word choices made by a user in his or her tweets and their relationships to a
predefined set of hashtags, and b) distributions of user-supplied hashtags associated
with a user’s tweets. For the hashtag information, it may be either manually tagged
by a user during the posting time or automatically generated using the proposed
standardized hashtag generation algorithm. The second type of information listed
in the above consists of the frequency at which a user favorites other users’ tweets,
which is considered to capture the interaction of the user with other peer twitter
users, a user’s self-identified first name in his or her account profile on Twitter, as
well as the color choices made by the user respectively concerning the foreground and
background text of the profile and other profile setup choices.
Existing user demographics inference methods only examine frequencies of
words used in a user’s tweets to derive the person’s demographics information
[10, 64, 6]. As a result of the proposed approach, the number of features used to
represent each user is drastically reduced by adopting a topic-based representation
of users as compared to the high dimensionality associated with a bag-of-words
representation of a user.
To enrich clues available for inferring a user’s gender information, a new
algorithm is introduced that automatically proliferates hashtags regarding user
generated social media content.
In Twitter, hashtags are user-supplied tags for summarizing or highlighting key
concepts or themes of content in a tweet. Unfortunately, there is no uniform or
standardized ontology or vocabulary set according to which Twitter users select and
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assign hashtags to individual tweets. Consequently, tweets dedicated to the same topic
or carrying similar content may be assigned distinct hashtags due to the subjective
personal choices made by their posting users.
Such subjectivity and diversity in the hashtags-to-tweet mapping relationship,
which are independently and personally determined by individual tweet posting users,
incur much difficulty and challenge for a computer algorithm to correctly, reliability,
and comprehensively understand tweet content and retrieve tweets based on their
associated hashtags. To make the matter more computationally difficult, not all
tweets are tagged with hashtags when they are initially posted.
Twitter also allows a user to tag a tweet using multiple hashtags to increase
the expressiveness of its hashtag mechanism. An example multi-hashtag tweet is as
follows: ‘Fashion Friday: well dressed for every occasion! #fashion #style.’
This study exploits multi-hashtags associated with a tweet by examining the
co-occurrence frequencies of multiple hashtags anchored onto a common tweet (see
Figure 4.1). We look for strong relationships between hashtags by considering the
frequency with which the hashtag pairs appear together with tweets. Hashtag pairs
with highly frequent co-occurrences are then selected for further processing. The
above hashtag clustering procedure allows us to collapse multiple related hashtags
into a hashtag group, each of which is represented as a meta-hashtag or hashtag
cluster.
To capture the relationship between the raw text of a tweet and its metahashtag(s), the proposed method further constructs a term-frequency vector that
represents the occurrence frequencies of words and noun-phrases in a tweet.
It shall be noted that the proposed method applies the meta-hashtag generator
onto any tweet under analysis regardless of whether it has been initially tagged by
its author when it is posted. For the initially unlabeled tweets, the automatically
generated meta-hashtags can be used as its meta-labels; for those initially labeled
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Figure 4.1 A graphical representation of the clustering of hashtags according to
co-occurrence relationships in multi-hashtagged Tweets. The weight for an edge
connecting two hashtags is determined by the number of tweets containing both
hashtags. The more frequent the co-occurrence relationship is, the wider the edge
becomes.
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tweets, the algorithmically generated meta-hashtags can be nevertheless leveraged
to enrich and standardize its meta-labels to mitigate the subjectivity in the tagging
choices personally made by its author.

4.2
4.2.1

Method

Collecting and Preprocessing Experimental Data

Collecting Twitter Text and User Data In this study, we collected, from
March 27, 2014 through April 18, 2016, 1% of publicly available English tweets
using Twitter’s public streaming Application Program Interface (API). The obtained
collection contains 40,739,997 tweets posted by 875,937 unique users. For each tweet
collected, we extract: 1) the user ID of its posting author, 2) the location of the
user, if it is voluntarily disclosed in the user’s Twitter profile, 3) the tweet’s text
content, 4) the posting date and time of the tweet, and 5) the GPS latitude and
longitude of the tweet’s author when the message is posted, if such information is
also voluntarily disclosed. The Twitter API restricts that no more than 180 user
profiles can be downloaded in any consecutive 15-minute window, which limits the
population size of Twitter users studied in this work. Working with this constraint,
we randomly selected 105,000 Twitter users from the aforementioned user population
to gather their personal profile information on Twitter, including the user’s first name,
description, color choices, favorite counts, friend counts, and follower counts. Such
acquired user profile information is utilized both to directly infer a user’s gender
and to algorithmically generate standardized hashtags for individual tweets as an
additional source of features for enhancing the accuracy of user gender inference.

Data Preprocessing Due to variations in language usage patterns of English
across countries, we focus on U.S.-based English speaking Twitter users in this
study, even though the proposed method can be easily applied to deal with other
user populations. Given this scope of study, only tweets by U.S. Twitter users
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are retained in the initially collected data set; other tweets are removed from the
data collection before further analysis. To detect a Twitter user’s residency, we
use the location indicated in the user’s home field on his/her Twitter profile. This
field accepts free-form text input provided by a Twitter user, such as New York
or San Francisco, CA. To process such free-form text input, we compare each user’s
self-disclosed location information against a publicly available dataset of U.S. location
names released by [120]. To deal with potential typos, a user is considered as a US
resident if the location information supplied by the user can be matched with a
location name from the aforesaid dataset within one Levenshtein character distance
[121]. In the above user residency determination process, we do not utilize geo-tags
associated with all tweets posted by the user for two reasons: 1) only a small fraction
of Twitter users (less than 5%) posts geo-tagged tweets; 2) geo-tags of tweets do not
accurately indicate a user’s residency since the person can travel to a multitude of
places domestically and internationally while posting geo-tagged tweets.
UGC, such as social media data collected in this study, is known to carry
abundant noise, spelling errors, and region or group-specific language usage characteristics. To mitigate the impact of these issues on our user gender inference task,
a pre-processing step is applied onto the tweet dataset collected before any content
analysis is performed. First, special elements embedded in a tweet are extracted,
including: 1) header information for a retweet, 2) user name, 3) URLs, 4) hashtags,
and 5) emojis, if any of such elements is available.

All these elements can be

reliably detected using regular expressions applied onto a tweet’s text body. Once
detected, these elements are removed from the tweet’s text and recorded in a separate
data structure.

Second, we detect and replace any numbers, contractions, and

abbreviations with their plain text equivalents to standardize the text content of a
tweet. For example, the sentence “We’re @ 123 Main Street.” is rewritten as “We are
at one hundred twenty-three Main Street.” Third, we detect and replace consecutive
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letters in a word that repeat the same character for more than three times, which
usually happens when a tweet author attempts to emphasize his/her opinion, with
only two copies of the character. For example, “happyyyyy” is transformed into
“happyy.” This transformation can both standardize and reduce the vocabulary size
of the sample tweet collection, leading to more reliable computational analysis at a
downstream analysis step. Such tactic is inspired by the prior work by [122]. Lastly,
words identified as common typos or special spellings are replaced with their correct
and conventional English spellings following the procedure introduced in [123].

Obtaining Ground Truth User Gender Information To acquire ground truth
labels regarding a user’s gender for training a supervised learner, we employ the
following two strategies, including: 1) looking for specific declarative statements,
where the user explicitly indicates his or her gender. Such statements often appear in
the description field of the user’s Twitter account profile. Due to the versatile natural
language expressions used to formulate these statements, such as “I’m a mother of
two” or “25 year old woman,” it is challenging to automatically extract these ground
truth gender labels reliably and comprehensively. Therefore, we manually examine
the description field in the account profile of every user in our experimental dataset
to identify the user’s gender information whenever it is feasible and reasonable to
do so.

It is noted that we exclude the description field when deriving features

for user gender inference in this study because only a small percentage of users
voluntarily discloses their gender information on Twitter through this field, which
is 2.8% in our experimental dataset, leading into unnoticeable performance benefit to
exploit the field. Testing the classification accuracy using a bag-of-words approach
applied to the description field produced classification results no better than random
assignment, leading us to exclude this field from the study. 2) We further check
the Facebook profile of every Twitter user through an automated process to see
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whether the user’s Twitter profile points to the person’s Facebook profile. From the
Facebook profile, we can acquire the user’s gender if such information is publicly
available. This latter strategy was inspired by the earlier practice introduced in [73]
for collecting user demographic data. After deploying both strategies in the above,
we collected a labeled data set that displays the following demographic makeup:
1,492 men and 1,508 women. This ground truth dataset size is consistent with other
studies conducted in this area of research [10]. These 3,000 users with known gender
information collectively posted 265,418 tweets. The mean length of these tweets is
62.69 words and median length is 60 words. Figure 4.2 reports more detail on length
distributions of these tweets.

4.2.2

Generating Standardized Hashtags for Tweets

As mentioned earlier, when a tweet is initially posted, its author can freely and
subjectively assign one or multiple hashtags to annotate the message. The assignment
decision is made according to both the content of the tweet and the individual’s
personal preferences and language use habits. The lack of an ontology for hashtags
further increases the diverse choices available to a tweet author. As a result, the
number of unique hashtags in a tweet collection may grow unlimited (See Figure 4.3).
Therefore, for two tweets carrying similar or even identical content, their authors may
choose different hashtags. To cope with such diversity and inconsistency in hashtag
selection for tweets, the proposed method introduces a procedure that automatically
assigns each tweet one or multiple standardized hashtags from a controlled vocabulary
where each assigned hashtag is associated with a probabilistic value, indicating the
confidence in such an assignment.

Hashtags frequently used to annotate tweets

carrying similar or closely related meanings are grouped into a hashtag cluster so
that the proposed method can more effectively and reliably understand a tweet’s
semantics. The reason is because after reducing the large number of distinct hashtags
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Figure 4.2 a) Distribution of tweet length in characters by male vs. female users,
b) Distribution of average tweet length in characters by male vs. female users, c)
Distribution of tweet frequency counts by male vs. female users, and d) Distribution
of the average number of hashtags used by male vs. female users.
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Figure 4.3 Numbers of unique hashtags in our experimental tweet collection.
originally associated with tweets into a much smaller number of hashtag clusters, the
problem space for learning to infer a Twitter user’s gender is also greatly reduced,
enabling more accurate and efficient computational inference.

Extracting Co-Occurring Hashtags The automatic hashtag generation procedure
starts with a set of seed hashtags, each of which is later observed as a topic feature in
the proposed gender inference model. These seed hashtags are carefully chosen such
that every included hashtag would meaningfully contribute to the concerned gender
inference task. According to prior studies conducted in online broadcasting and media
research by [124], the following 19 topics are selected due to their demonstrated
connections with the gender of a message’s author, including: hobby, school, music,
shopping, video games, movies, television, sports, society, news, religion, alcohol,
sex, depression, loneliness, violence, friends, family, and romance.

We use the

notation S(i) to refer to the i-th seed topic listed above. For each seed hashtag,
the generation procedure first identifies hashtags frequently co-appearing with the
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given seed hashtag. For instance, for the seed hashtag “sports,” multiple user elected
hashtags, such as “basketball,” “NBA,” and “NCAA,” would frequently co-occur.
In this study, we exploit multiple hashtags commonly associated with a tweet
to derive semantic relatedness among hashtags. For example, from a tweet “I just
booked a trip to Florida. #vacation #beach,” we can detect that the two hashtags
“#vacation” and “#beach” may be related. If we witness the co-occurrence of a pair
of hashtags repeatedly, it would be reasonable to infer that the two involved hashtags
are closely related. The frequency with which a hashtag co-appears with another
hashtag implies how closely the two hashtags are related. Figure 4.1 illustrates the
main idea behind this hashtag co-occurrence mining process.
To identify hashtags frequently co-occurring with each seed hashtag respectively,
a hashtag co-occurrence matrix Mi,j is constructed, whose dimensionality is N × N
where N = 197, 958, which is the number of unique hashtags appearing in a
randomly sampled tweet sub-set of our experimental dataset. This sub-set consists of
D = 4, 073, 999 tweets, comprising 10% of tweets in the entire experimental dataset.
This tweet sampling step is introduced to accelerate the computational analysis.
Empirically, we find that increasing this sampling rate does not noticeably affect
the experimental results, suggesting the adequacy of the sampling rate for this study.
Mi,j is initialized according to pair-wise hashtag co-occurrence relationships exhibited
in the sub-set. Let dk be the k-th tweet and ti be the i-th hashtag appearing in the
subset. Given the symmetry of the co-occurrence relationship, Mi,j is represented as
an upper-triangular matrix as follows:

Mi,j =

D X
N X
N
X
k=1 i=1 j=1
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P air(k, i, j),

(4.1)

Figure 4.4 a) Gender inference accuracy when different quotas are adopted to
select candidate hashtags for each seed hashtag. The quota size of 15 is adopted in
our model implementation due to its optimal experimental performance. b) Gender
inference accuracy when different pairwise hashtag occurrence counts are used to
select candidate hashtags related to a seed hashtag.
where:




0 : if i ≥ j;



P air(k, i, j) =
1 : if (ti ∈ dk ) ∧ (tj ∈ dk ) ∧ (i < j);




 0 : otherwise.

The aforesaid automatic hashtag generation procedure consists of two key steps,
including: 1) identifying hashtags related to a seed hashtag and 2) generating
standardized hashtags based on text analysis, which will be respectively explained
below.

Identifying Hashtags Closely Related to a Seed Hashtag Most of hashtags
harvested from the above sub-sampled tweet collection are unrelated to any of the
seed hashtags S(i) (i = 1, · · · , 19). It may be tempting to prune these unrelated
hashtags when constructing the co-occurrence matrix, Mi,j . We choose not to do so
to preserve the semantically revealing co-occurrence relationships among hashtags to
carry out a propagation-based hashtag clustering procedure (see detail in Section
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4.2.3); otherwise, if hashtags beyond the seed ones are pruned in advance, we
will forfeit a number of hashtag co-occurrence relationships, resulting in a much
more sparse co-occurrence matrix with greatly reduced semantic clues. For each
seed hashtag, the top fifteen hashtags attaining the highest co-occurrence counts
with the seed hashtag are selected. It is noted that the sets of most frequently
occurring hashtags for two distinct seed hashtags may overlap.

For example, a

hashtag like “#entertainment” may frequently co-appear with both television and
sports; similarly, “#love” frequently co-appears with both family and friends. As a
result, the number of hashtags identified as candidate hashtags is 238 rather than 285
(=19 topics × top 15 hashtags per topic). We refer to the set of candidate hashtags
as CH from now on. Figure 4.4.(a) shows that the number of frequently co-occurring
hashtags considered for each seed hashtag is experimentally optimized in this work.
We also considered an alternative approach to selecting candidate hashtags
for each seed hashtag using a threshold based on an absolute count of hashtag
co-occurrences. The alternative approach accepts a hashtag if its co-occurrence count
with a seed hashtag exceeds the given threshold. In case that a hashtag co-appears
with multiple seed hashtags, the highest co-occurrence count with a seed hashtag is
considered for making the admission decision.
Among the above two approaches, the first fixed quota-based selection mechanism
produces a gender identification accuracy superior to the latter co-occurrence
count-based approach, the experimental evidence of which is shown in Figure 4.4. We
assume the reason behind the relative performance advantage of the first approach is
because the number of hashtags co-appearing with a seed hashtag varies noticeably
from one to another, which calls for a floating threshold if the absolute number
of co-occurrence count is observed to select candidate hashtags. In contrast, the
fixed quota-based selection mechanism copes more suitably with such disparity and
adaptive admission need, leading to better experimental performance.
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Automatic Generation of Standardized Hashtags based on Text Analysis
In principle, a tweet’s author is expected to select the message’s hashtags according
to the content conveyed through the tweet.

To emulate this process, we may

computationally generate standardized hashtags based on a tweet’s text, which will
be free from the aforementioned diversity and subjectivity issues commonly witnessed
with the conventional practice of manual hashtag selection for tweets.
Single-word-based features, also known as uni-grams, have been previously used
to construct generative language models for tweets, e.g., [125]. However, uni-grams
often provide insufficient clues for comprehensive text understanding. To cope with
this limitation, in this study, we leverage multi-grams combined with uni-grams as
features to construct a hashtag generation model for tweets. Through supervised
learning, the model analyzes a tweet’s text to derive its likely hashtags. This model
design is inspired by the previous work of [126], which adopts noun phrase-based
multi-grams for topic detection from tweets.
To carry out the text analysis based approach for standardized hashtag
generation, first, the cleaned text of each tweet is tokenized. For every extracted
token, a corresponding part-of-speech (POS) tag is assigned.
performed using the software package developed by [127].

Both steps are

Next, utilizing the

sequence of POS-tagged text tokens, the proposed method extracts noun phrases
from the sequence. The extracted noun phrases are subsequently used as multi-gram
features in the hashtag generation model. Constructing features on the granularity
of multi-grams rather than uni-grams enables the model to capture the semantic
topics underlying a tweet more accurately and comprehensively. The reason why
we utilize noun phrases to construct multi-gram features is that these phrases are
frequently employed to specify key semantic entities in a tweet, such as people, places,
things, times, and locations, but not other less essential content in the tweet. The
representation is based on the assumption that the above five categories of entities
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largely determine the meaning of a tweet, which in turn significantly influence the
hashtag selection choice for a tweet. Such a representation is more effective than
alternative representation methods reported in prior studies, such as the work by [6]
where explicit choices are made regarding the size of n-gram features, where terms
are represented using uni-grams and n-grams for n up to five. For instance, using the
representation based on noun-phrases of varying lengths, our method would nicely
capture semantics for the expression “United States Congress” from the sentence “I
made my first trip to the United States Congress.”. In contrast, using the traditional
fixed length n gram-based representation, a set of uninformative features such as
“States Congress,” “to the United,” “made my first trip to,” are introduced, none of
which properly captures the semantic concept underlying the tweet text. To identify
the aforesaid noun phrases from a tweet, we apply the regular expression-based
detection method proposed by [128] onto the POS tagged sequence of text tokens
identified from each tweet. The adopted regular expression is as follows:


+

∗

?

(A|N ) | ((A|N ) (N P ) )(A|N )



N,

(4.2)

where A stands for an adjective; N stands for a lexical noun; P stands for a preposition;
the superscripts “+,” “?,” and “*” respectively indicate the cases where a concerned
pattern appears one or multiple times, does not appear at all or appears only once,
and does not appear or appears one or multiple times; parenthesis indicates grouping
among POS tags; | acts as an OR operator.
The number of occurrences of each noun-phrase, which is represented as a
multi-gram, in the entire experimental dataset is further recorded in a document-term
matrix where uni-grams are also recorded as a special case for representation
comprehensiveness. In addition, verbs are further captured in our representation
for tweet content as a special type of uni-grams. To construct the hashtag generation
model, we select tweets from our experimental collection that have been manually
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labelled using one of the 238 candidate hashtags identified by a tweet’s author (see
Section 4.2.2). In this selection process, we also discard all tweets with length fewer
than 30 characters. The reason is because such short tweets usually do not carry
sufficient text to properly convey a meaningful signal for learning to capture the
relationships between a tweet’s text and its hashtags. Such an assumption is also
empirically verified through our experiments.
From all tweets selected through the above procedure, a fixed number of tweets
is randomly selected for training to generate each of the 238 candidate hashtags for
any given tweet. We experimented with using a varying size of these training samples,
ranging from 25 tweets per hashtag to 150 in increments of 25 tweets. The lowest
overall accuracy for gender inference was observed at 2.39% for the case when 25
tweets are used to train the generation for a hashtag. The highest accuracy was
obtained when 100 tweets are used at training to generate a hashtag. As the number
of samples in the training set increased, the number of unique vocabulary terms also
increased, likely resulting in an over fit model as indicated by the reduced accuracy
on the validation set for models developed on a larger training size. Given the above
experimental exploration, we choose to use 100 samples to train to generate a hashtag,
leading to a training collection of 23,800 tweets in total (=238 × 100 samples).
For each tweet selected as a training instance, the aforementioned uni-gram
and noun-phrase based variable length multi-gram features are first extracted, which
produces 26,737 distinct uni-grams and 3,126 distinct multi-grams, with a total of
29,863 text gram-based features. We subsequently construct a hashtag–gram matrix
(HG), which is of the dimensionality of 23,800 × 29,863.

For example, for a

tweet, “I’m going to see the LA Lakers play against the Chicago Bulls with some
friends, tonight. #basketball,” a sparse row vector of dimensionality 29,863 can be
constructed as a training record, which indicates the presence of multi-grams (LA
Lakers, Chicago Bulls) and uni-grams (Bulls, Chicago, Friends, Going, Lakers, Play,
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See, Tonight) associated with the tweet and the absence of other text gram-based
features for the tweet. Given the gold standard records supplied by the matrix HG, a
multi-classification support vector machine (SVM) model is trained using the one vs.
one training scheme [101] to construct our text analysis-based hashtag generator for
tweets. We choose the learning model due to its satisfactory ability to work with text
data represented by document-term matrices as abundantly reported in the literature,
e.g., [129, 94, 130, 131]. This classification model aims to capture the generative
relationship between each candidate hashtag in CH and the vocabulary used in a
tweet. The output corresponding to the example above is a vector of 238 dimensions,
where the vector component corresponding to the seed hashtag #basketball is set to 1
and all other vector components set to 0. This model, which classifies into one of the
seed hashtags with 11.38% accuracy, intends to roughly estimate the topic of a tweet
for aggregation at a later processing step (see Section 4.2.3). The candidate hashtags
generated through this step will be further aggregated into the 19 topics represented
in S through the procedure introduced in Section 4.2.3.
For each tweet, we first extract the aforesaid feature vector based on multi-grams
and uni-grams. If an extracted gram is not considered by the generation model, it is
simply ignored by the model. The generation model then outputs a 238-dimensional
vector, whose j-th component indicates the tweet’s strength of association with each
candidate hashtag, CHj (j = 1, · · · , 238).
Using the approach proposed by [132] to converting a SVM classification result
into a probability distribution over all potential class labels, we produce a probability
distribution over CH for each tweet. In our context, for each pair of candidate
hashtags, we compute a pair-wise class probability score rx,y among the k = 238
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candidate hashtags by solving the following system:
∀x, pCHx =

X  pCHx + pCHy 
rx,y
k
−
1
y:y6=x

∀x

k
X

(4.3)

pCHx = 1, pCHx ≥ 0

x=1

where pCHx is the probability of a tweet associated with the x-th candidate hashtag
for x = 1, · · · , 238, and the values of rx,y and pCHx are determined by minimizing the
following equation:
minrx,y ,pCHx

k  X
X
x=1

4.2.3

rx,y pCHx −

X

rx,y pCHy

2

.

(4.4)

y:y6=x

y:y6=x

Deriving Feature Vectors to Characterize Topic Distributions in a
User’s Timeline

Classifying tweets into a controlled set of pre-defined topics enables the proposed
method to more efficiently and effectively examine any potential relationship between
topics latent in a user’s tweets and the person’s gender, the advantage of which will be
demonstrated through experimental results reported later in this article. According
to previous studies, e.g., [133, 134, 135], topic-based semantic modeling and mining
generally perform superiorly to traditional bag-of-words-based modeling practice due
to the former approach’s representation effectiveness and conciseness.
To derive a feature vector for characterizing latent topic distributions underlying
a user’s Twitter timeline, this study adopts two alternative approaches, including
a method that examines pairwise hashtag co-occurrence relationships and another
method that exploits point-wise mutual information between pairs of hashtags.

Constructing a Matrix of Pairwise Hashtag Co-Occurrence Relationships
The initial hashtag co-occurrence matrix Mi,j constructed earlier at Section 4.2.2 only
represents the direct co-occurrence relationship between a pair of hashtags a and b,
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the relationship of which is denoted as a ∼ b. The matrix however does not explicitly
capture any indirect co-occurrence relationships among a group of hashtags. For
example, when a ∼ b and b ∼ c, a ∼ c is not directly encoded in the matrix. To
facilitate the exploitation of such indirect co-occurrence relationships among hashtags
for deriving an expressive feature vector on topic distributions of a Twitter user’s
timeline, the proposed method carries out a co-occurrence relationship propagation
process as follows.
Given Mi,j , we first normalize the matrix through respectively dividing elements
in each row of the matrix by the maximum element of the row such that every matrix
norm
element is normalized into the range of [0, 1]. The resulting matrix is defined as Mi,j
.
norm
, we can propagate explicitly represented direct co-occurrence
Starting with Mi,j

relationships between hashtags to derive indirect co-occurrence relationships via
Equation (4.5):

pro
norm
norm 2
norm 3
Mi,j
= θ Mi,j
+ αθ([Mi,j
] ) + α2 θ([Mi,j
]) .

(4.5)

This equation carries a parameter α ∈ [0, 1], which controls the attenuation
effect modeled in the propagation process where a smaller value of α dampens
pro
the propagated impact on Mi,j
more significantly.

The equation also carries a

thresholding function θ, which specifies when a signal of uncertainty shall be filtered.
With its aid, all matrix elements smaller than a threshold θ0 are set to zero to eliminate
highly uncertain signals introduced in the propagation process. The above formula
only models the effect of propagation up to two rounds. In principle, formulas of
higher orders can be deployed to model additional rounds of propagation. However,
due to the aforementioned attenuation and uncertain signal elimination effects, we
experimentally verify that those formulas of higher orders do not bring noticeable
performance benefit. Experimentally, we further find that the proposed method
attains its highest user gender inference performance when configured using the
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parameters, α = 0.25 and θ0 = 0.3, under the non-linear weighting scheme; For
the binary weighting scheme, the optimal parameters used to configure the proposed
method are α = 0.3 and θ0 = 0.55 (see detail in Section 4.2.3).
Constructing a Matrix of Point-Wise Mutual Information In the procedure
introduced at Section 4.2.3, this work examines the propagation of hashtags via the
proposed propagation equation shown in Equation 4.5. Associative relationships
between hashtags can be examined as well and thus, the proposed method employs a
second approach that examines the point-wise mutual information (PMI) extracted
from hashtags in the sample tweet collection. PMI was originally introduced to
represent word association norms derived from a corpus [136]. The reason that we
adopt this metric is due to the increasing popularity of PMI deployed to discover
latent word relationships embedded in social media data, e.g., the work by [137, 138].
The word association score, PMI, is computed using the occurrence probability of
two hashtags along with the probability of the joint occurrence of these words in a
document, i.e.,:



P (a ∩ b)
P M I(a, b) = log
.
P (a)P (b)

(4.6)

To apply Equation (4.6) in this study, we estimate P (a) as the probability that a
hashtag “a” appears in the sample tweet collection, i.e.,:
D
P

P (a) =

F (a, k)

k=1

D

; F (a, k) =



 1 : a ∈ dk ;

(4.7)


 0 : otherwise.

In Equation (4.7), D is the number of tweets in the collection, i.e., 4,073,999 as
discussed earlier in Section 4.2.1, dk is the k-th tweet in the collection, and P (a ∩ b)
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is estimated as follows:
D
P

P (a ∩ b) =

F (a, b, k)

k=1

D

; F (a, b, k) =



 1 : a ∈ dk ∧ b ∈ dk ;

(4.8)


 0 : otherwise.

Finally, we normalize the PMI value derived through the above equations using the
method suggested in [139], i.e.,:
P M I norm (a, b) =

P M I(a, b)
log[P (a)P (b)]
=
− 1.
−log[P (a ∩ b)]
log[P (a ∩ b)]

(4.9)

The normalized PMI score is bounded in the range of [−1, 1], which exhibits
the following useful properties: 1) if two terms a and b are mutually exclusive,
P M I norm (a, b) → −1; 2) if the two terms occur independently, P M I norm (a, b) →
0 since log[P (a)P (b)] = log[P (a ∩ b)]; 3) if the two terms always co-occur,
P M I norm (a, b) → 1. The above properties of the normalized PMI metric make it
well-suited for performing analysis in this study.
Utilizing the normalized PMI metric, we can construct a PMI matrix through
Equation (4.10):

norm
P M Ii,j



norm
norm
(1, 1) . . . P M I
(1, j)
P M I


..
..
..
,
=
.
.
.




norm
norm
P MI
(i, 1) . . . P M I
(i, j)

(4.10)

where i and j respectively correspond to the i-th and j-th unique hashtags in the
collection D.

Deriving Feature Vectors to Characterize Topic Distributions in User
Timelines Assume a user, ui , contributes k tweets to the collection, which are
assumed to be dj (j = 1, · · · , k) without the loss of generality. We first construct a
matrix CH(ui ) to represent the topic distributions of these k tweets over the set of
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topics respectively represented by the 238 candidate hashtags, CHi (i = 1, · · · , 238),
as follows:


P (CH1 |d1 ) P (CH2 |d1 )

P (CH1 |d2 ) P (CH2 |d2 )

CH(ui ) = 
..
..

.
.


P (CH1 |dk ) P (CH1 |dk )



. . . P (CH238 |d1 )

. . . P (CH238 |d2 )

.
.
..

..
.


. . . P (CH238 |dk )

(4.11)

Each element P (CHl |dk ) recorded in CH(ui ) indicates the likelihood that the tweet

dk is associated with the candidate hashtag CHl , which can also be interpreted as the
strength of the topic represented by CHl embodied in dk . In this work, each matrix
element of CH(ui ) is estimated using the text analysis-based hashtag generation
model introduced in Section 4.2.2.
Once CH(ui ) is constructed, we can now derive feature vectors to characterize
topic distributions underlying a Twitter user’s timeline through leveraging either
matrix prepared in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.3. Let T W (ui ) be the full set of tweets
pro
posted by user ui in our experimental data set, M be either the matrix Mi,j
norm
constructed in Section 4.2.3.
constructed in Section 4.2.3 or the matrix P M Ii,j

Let M`,k be the element retrieved from M that corresponds to the `-th seed hashtag,
S` , and the k-th candidate hashtag, CHk . Note that either version of M is an N × N
matrix containing pairwise information between all hashtags in the experimental
collection. We then introduce a filtering function δ(CHk , T V ` , β), in which β ∈ [0, 1]
is a filtering threshold value indicating whether a matrix element M`,k carries a
non-trivial number in a binary way, i.e.,:

δ(CHk , T V ` , β) =



 1 : if M`,k > β;

 0 : otherwise.
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(4.12)

Based upon the above notations, we can construct a feature vector to characterize
topic distributions in user ui ’s Twitter timeline T W (ui ) as follows:
T V binary (ui , β, n, c) =


238
P
P
P (CHk |dj ) 
 δ(CHk , T V 1 , β)

 k=1
dj ∈T W (ui )

 238
P
P


 δ(CHk , T V 2 , β)
P (CHk |dj ) .

 k=1
dj ∈T W (ui )




.
..





 238
 P δ(CH , T V , β) P P (CH |d )
k
n
k j

(4.13)

dj ∈T W (ui )

k=1

In (4.13), a binary weighting scheme is deployed to derive the topic distribution in a
user’s Twitter timeline by aggregating the density of each candidate hashtag in each
tweet of a user, which is captured by P (CHk |dj ) where the aggregation weighting
factor δ(CHk , T V ` , β) controls, in a binary fashion, whether the relatedness of a given
candidate hashtag, CHk , with a topic T V ` shall be considered during the feature
vector derivation process. Finally, c can take the values of “pro” or “PMI” depending
on the matrix from which T V is derived, the hashtag propagation or PMI matrix,
respectively.
It is noted that topics discussed on Twitter can be vague or ambiguous, e.g.,
“Today is a great day.” The scope of potential topics present can also be vast. Due
to the limited volume of labeled training data available, we cannot generate an
exhaustive list of meta-hashtags, one for each possible topic mentioned by a user.
For this reason, we create a special category named “other.” If the aforementioned
candidate hashtag is not successfully assigned to any topic in T V in the above feature
vector derivation process, the candidate hashtag label will be attributed to the “other”
category, which is represented as the 20-th dimension of T V(·, ·, 20). The counterpart
topic distribution vector that does not consider the “other” category is noted as
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T V(·, ·, 19). We use a similar parameter for controlling the inclusion or exclusion of
the “other” category later in Equation (4.15).
To cope with the possible non-linear relationship between the matrix element
M`,k and a proper measure regarding the relatedness between a candidate hashtag
CHk and a topic T V ` , we additionally adopt a sigmoid-shaped weighting function,
ψ, which has been shown generally effective in tackling classification tasks [140], to
derive the feature vector on topic distributions. ψ is defined as:
ψ(CHk , T V ` , γ) =

1
,
1 + e−γM`,k

(4.14)

where γ ∈ (0, ∞) is a parameter controlling the shape of the weighting function. Using
the notation of ψ(CHk , T V ` , γ), we can construct a non-linearly weighted version of
the topic distribution vector for user ui ’s Twitter timeline as follows:
T V non-linear (ui , γ, n, c) =


238
P
P
P (CHk |dj ) 
 ψ(CHk , T V 1 , γ)
 k=1

dj ∈T W (ui )

 238
P

P
 ψ(CHk , T V 2 , γ)
P (CHk |dj ) 

 k=1
dj ∈T W (ui )
.



..


.



 238
P
P

 ψ(CH , T V , γ)
P
(CH
|
d
)
k
n
k j

(4.15)

dj ∈T W (ui )

k=1

The parameters β ∈ [0, 1] in the δ function and γ ∈ [0, ∞] in the ψ function
are used for thresholding purposes, which control how many candidate hashtags are
considered when deriving a user’s topic distribution feature vector. Like Equation
(4.13), the computing procedure defined in Equation (4.15) may consider a candidate
hashtag multiple times for deriving the density distribution over multiple topics
where each topic is represented by a candidate hashtag. This design choice was
elected to allow fuzzy considerations for topic modeling. For example, consider a
candidate hashtag (#love), which is related to both seed hashtags (#romance) and
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(#family) according to the co-occurrence relationship matrix or the PMI matrix
respectively constructed in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.3. The design of both Eqs. (4.13)
and (4.15) is able to capture such a relationship, leading to more comprehensive
and reliable extraction and modeling of topic distributions in a user’s timeline. In
Section 4.3.4, we report that when γ = 1.0 and β = 0.25, the proposed method
attains its highest accuracy in user gender inference. Both the binary and non-linear
approach to weighting T V produces a similar maximum accuracy (88.3%), albeit
with a different set of optimized parameters. However, in general, the non-linear
model outperformed the linear model when looking at classification accuracies
across experimental conditions, particularly when combining hashtag propagation
and PMI features together, thus producing an accuracy of 88.6%. To produce an
accuracy of 88.6%, the following parameters were used: T V norm
non-linear (ui , 19, pro) +
T V norm
non-linear (ui , 19, P M I) + N M(ui ) + PV(ui ) with α = 0.25, θ = 0.05, γ = 3.0
for the non-linear weighting scheme.
Considering the disparity in the intensity of individuals’ Twitter posting
activities, to make our topic distribution vectors more comparable when dealing with
users of varying Twitter posting intensities, we further derive a normalized version of
the above topic distribution vector, T V, by dividing each set of row element in T V
by its corresponding row-maximum. Going forward, we will refer to the normalized
version of T V as T V norm .
Two versions of T V norm are derived, one for T V binary and another for
norm
T V non-linear , the result of which are respectively denoted as T V norm
binary and T V non-linear .

4.2.4

Deriving Additional Features for User Gender Inference

To accurately infer the gender of a Twitter user, the proposed method leverages
additional features besides the aforementioned topic distribution features as follows.
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The thematic sum of scores automatically generated hashtags for a given user

T V(ui , 20, c)

T VR

T V(uUi , n, c)

T V R (ui )

The probability of a user being male.

NM

Data

The vector sum of T V and T V R .
[0,∞]

19 or 20/ Float/

/[0,∞]

to the occurrence counts of these hashtags in the user’s timeline. For addition to

T V(ui , 20, c), the 20-th element of T V R is set to zero.

19 or 20/ Integer

20/ Float/ [0,∞]

1/ Float/ [0,1]

Type/ Range

Dims/

The distribution of a user’s annotated hashtags over the 19 key topics according

concerning the 19 key topics and an “other” category.

Description

Feature

Table 4.1 An Overview of Features Used in This Study
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Data

3,000 by 998,095
/ Integer/ [0,∞]

Binary document-term matrix comprised of text from the i-th user’s posts, profile

description, and name in a 5-character gram expansion.

BU R

/ Integer/ [0,∞]

3,000 by 125,951

Bag-of-words representation of a user’s timeline.

BOW

8/ Integer/ [1,8]

39/ Float/ [0,∞]

Type/ Range

Dims/

Feature set extracted according to a user’s profile.

T V concatenated with T V R . (Dimensionality: 19+1+19).

Description

PV

T V(ui , 20, c)
||
T VR

Feature

Table 4.1 (Continued) An Overview of Features Used in This Study

Features Derived from User Profiles The proposed method derives another
set of features, represented as a feature vector PV, to characterize a user’s account
activities and inter-user activities on Twitter. PV comprises a Twitter user’s relative
frequency of: number of followers, number of friends, and number of favorited tweets,
which are encoded as the first three components of PV.

Each of the feature

components is computed over the entire period covered by the experimental data
collection. In addition, the proposed method extracts features regarding a user’s
personal choices in setting up his/her Twitter account profile.

Specifically, the

color choices for the foreground, background, sidebar, sidebar border, and links on
a user’s Twitter profile are extracted according to the corresponding HTML color
codes used in the account profile page. These colors are then discretized into 14
broad color classes through a color wheel-based approximation method introduced
in [141], i.e., (1-Red, 2-Flush Orange, 3-Yellow, 4-Chartreuse, 5-Green, 6-Spring
Green, 7-Cyan, 8-Azure Radiance, 9-Blue, 10-Electric Violet, 11-Magenta, 12-Rose,
13-White, 14-Black). Therefore, for each user ui , a five dimensional color choice
vector is extracted in the form of CL(ui ) = F oreground(ui ), Background(ui ),

Sidebar(ui ), SidebarBorder(ui ), Link(ui ) . CL(ui ) is used to define the last five
feature components of PV. Overall, PV has eight dimensions.

Deriving Personal Features for a User The method further extracts the selfdisclosed first name of a user ui by retrieving the first string listed in the Name
field of the person’s Twitter profile. Such first name information is subsequently
compared with the Social Security Administration’s (SSA) Name-Gender Frequency
Dataset [142]. This dataset provides the top 1,000 names and the frequency of each
such name adopted each year for male versus female newborns during the aggregated
period of 1950–2013. This data was used to compute the likelihood of a popular first
name given to a user of a specific gender. Specifically, the method represents the
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Figure 4.5 Processing a first name extracted from a user profile into a genderprobability score.
probability of a given name assigned to a male, N M(ui ) = p(male). If a first name
outside this list of popular first names is encountered, the method assumes an equal
probability for the name to be given to either gender. An overview of these processes
is shown in Figure 4.5.
In summary, features introduced in the above can be broadly classified into three
categories, including topic-related features, T V(ui , · · · ), profile features PV(ui ), and
a gender distribution score, N M(ui ), based on a user’s self-declared first name. All
these features collectively and comprehensively characterize a user’s activities and
personal preferences on Twitter, which are exploited by the proposed method for
user gender inference.

4.2.5

User Classification

Utilizing the aforesaid sets of features, including T V(ui , · · · ), PV(ui ), and N M(ui ),
we leverage a SVM-based classification method [101] for gender determination. We
choose to employ the SVM-based classification technique because of the plentiful
success of the technique in extracting Twitter users’ demographic information as
abundantly reported in the literature, e.g., [6, 143].
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In addition, the decision

boundaries generated by the SVM model allow for the interpretation and analysis
of the proposed model.

4.3

Experimental Results

In this section, we experimentally explore the capability of the proposed method in
inferring a Twitter user’s gender through comparing the performance of the proposed
method with that of several state-of-the-art peer methods.

4.3.1

Peer Methods

For benchmarking purposes, two well-known peer methods for gender inference are
considered in our experiment. The first method is a bag-of-words-based approach
discussed in [143] where a user’s aggregated timeline is represented through uni-grams.
The relationship between a user’s vocabulary usage and gender is then examined by
the model for gender determination. We refer to this approach as BOW(ui ). The
second peer method is proposed by [6], which examines 5-gram character expansions
of a user’s posts, profile description, and user-provided name for gender inference. For
example, the name “John”, through 5-gram character expansion, would be expanded
to J, O, H, N, JO, OH, HN, , OHN, JOHN. We refer to this feature set as BU R(ui ).
Both methods, which adopted SVM as a classification algorithm, are tested using the
experimental dataset presented in this work under a 10-fold cross validation theme.
When we compare the accuracy of the best-performing model, T V non-linear
(ui , 20, pro), we observed that the performance of the BOW(ui ) and the BU R(ui )
models was exceeded (respective accuracies, T V = 0.694, BOW = 0.634, BU R =
0.614). Interestingly, the reduction in the dimensionality from the gram-based models
(BU R has 998,095 and BOW has 125,951 dimensions) to just 20 dimensions
introduced by this work improved accuracy. We expect this enhancement in accuracy
comes from two primary factors. First, the reduction in dimensionality reduces the
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overfitting problem by filtering out noisy features used in the gram-based approaches.
Secondly, we are able to target our approach to learning the specific 20 topics
previously shown capable of revealing user gender.

4.3.2

Feature Combinations

The feature set of T V(ui , n, c) characterizes a user through the person’s topic interest
evolving across the timeline; the feature set of PV(ui ) characterizes a user’s profile
choices, as well as his/her interactions with peers; the feature of N M(ui ) represents a
user’s personal information, which comes from the user’s first name in this work. Each
of these feature sets carries its own characterization of a given user. Experimentally,
we test the accuracy produced by training the model using the above feature set
separately and collectively.

4.3.3

Modifications Applied to T V(ui , n, c)

Recall that T V(ui , n, c) represents the distribution of topics discussed by a given user
via the UGC contained in their timeline. Also, recall that the aggregated values of
T V(ui , n, c)j are accumulated based on the assignment of probabilities for topic j from
the language model described in Section 4.2.2. However, users may outwardly choose
to append such hashtags contained in the candidate hashtag set (CH) to tweets as part
of their UGC. In this modification to T V(ui , n, c), we test the inclusion, exclusion,
and separation of user generated candidate hashtags.
First, the inclusion of user generated hashtags (HT) is computed by generating
the candidate hashtag distributions using the trained language model. Since this
information is user provided, we know with certainty that a given tweet’s content has
a relationship with the specified hashtag. Therefore, we use a probability score for
such a tweet of 1.0 for the specified candidate hashtag. All other probabilities for
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0.869±0.013

0.859±0.018
0.878±0.015

0.674±0.019
0.692±0.017
0.677±0.021
0.68±0.022
0.693±0.02
0.683±0.015

T V norm
binary (ui , 20, c)

T V norm
binary (ui , 20, c)||T V R
U
T V norm
T VR
binary (ui , 19, c)
T V norm
binary (ui , 19, c)

T V norm
binary (ui , 19, c)||T V R

0.861±0.016

0.88±0.013

0.88±0.016

0.859±0.018

0.867±0.019

0.852±0.013

0.647±0.022

0.652±0.019

T V binary (ui , 20, c)||T V R
U
T V norm
T VR
binary (ui , 20, c)

T VR
0.658±0.021

U

T V+
PV

0.675±0.014

0.703±0.013

0.687±0.019

0.674±0.014

0.703±0.011

0.681±0.007

0.674±0.014

0.671±0.018

0.685±0.013

Binary Weighting–T V binary

T V binary (ui , 20, c)

T V binary (ui , 20, c)

TV

T V+
NM

Hashtag Propagation (c = pro)

0.861±0.01

0.883±0.015

0.882±0.014

0.861±0.015

0.881±0.014

0.87±0.02

0.857±0.014

0.867±0.011

0.863±0.016

T V+
N M+
PV

Table 4.2 An Overview of the Accuracy Scores Produced by the Various Testing Conditions and Proposed Approach, Hashtag
Propagation and PMI
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0.871±0.013

0.677±0.017
0.694±0.012
0.675±0.016
0.681±0.021
0.69±0.016
0.687±0.013

T V norm
non-linear (ui , 20, c)

T V norm
non-linear (ui , 20, c)||T V R

T V norm
non-linear (ui , 19, c) + T V R

T V norm
non-linear (ui , 19, c)

T V norm
non-linear (ui , 19, c)||T V R

0.859±0.021

0.881±0.014

0.878±0.016

0.853±0.017

0.88±0.017

0.854±0.016

0.867±0.019

0.852±0.013

0.645±0.025

0.651±0.022

T V non-linear (ui , 20, c)||T V R
U
T V norm
T VR
non-linear (ui , 20, c)

T VR
0.659±0.02

U

T V+
PV

0.674±0.021

0.702±0.02

0.69±0.016

0.673±0.028

0.702±0.017

0.684±0.02

0.673±0.022

0.671±0.014

0.685±0.01

T V+
N M+
PV

0.86±0.013

0.883±0.014

0.873±0.015

0.86±0.008

0.882±0.007

0.863±0.01

0.861±0.014

0.865±0.014

0.863±0.01

Non-Linear Weighting–T V non-linear

T V non-linear (ui , 20, c)

T V non-linear (ui , 20, c)

TV

T V+
NM

Hashtag Propagation (c = pro)

Table 4.2 (Continued) An Overview of the Accuracy Scores Produced by the Various Testing Conditions and Proposed
Approach, Hashtag Propagation and PMI
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0.857±0.014

0.866±0.017
0.864±0.014

0.649±0.022
0.658±0.018
0.658±0.018
0.645±0.014
0.655±0.02
0.612±0.021

T V norm
binary (ui , 20, c)

T V norm
binary (ui , 20, c)||T V R
U
T V norm
T VR
binary (ui , 19, c)
T V norm
binary (ui , 19, c)

T V norm
binary (ui , 19, c)||T V R

0.846±0.012

0.865±0.011

0.866±0.017

0.842±0.009

0.856±0.011

0.846±0.014

0.612±0.021

0.599±0.017

T V binary (ui , 20, c)||T V R
U
T V norm
T VR
binary (ui , 20, c)

T VR
0.613±0.019

U

T V+
PV

0.667±0.012

0.675±0.016

0.68±0.02

0.671±0.018

0.671±0.018

0.663±0.014

0.667±0.012

0.662±0.014

0.682±0.018

Binary Weighting–T V binary

T V binary (ui , 20, c)

T V binary (ui , 20, c)

TV

T V+
NM

Point-wise Mutual Information (c = PMI)

0.857±0.014

0.873±0.014

0.868±0.012

0.872±0.014

0.872±0.014

0.862±0.011

0.857±0.014

0.86±0.012

0.861±0.015

T V+
N M+
PV

Table 4.2 (Continued) An Overview of the Accuracy Scores Produced by the Various Testing Conditions and Proposed
Approach, Hashtag Propagation and PMI
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0.858±0.016

0.644±0.023
0.658±0.014
0.581±0.024
0.644±0.014
0.658±0.025
0.583±0.02

T V norm
non-linear (ui , 20, c)

T V norm
non-linear (ui , 20, c)||T V R

T V norm
non-linear (ui , 19, c) + T V R
T V norm
non-linear (ui , 19, c)

T V norm
non-linear (ui , 19, c)||T V R

0.844±0.017

0.869±0.014

0.856±0.013

0.844±0.017

0.868±0.019

0.844±0.017

0.844±0.009

0.841±0.016

0.581±0.024

0.574±0.023

T V non-linear (ui , 20, c)||T V R
U
T V norm
T VR
non-linear (ui , 20, c)

T VR
0.583±0.017

U

T V+
PV

T V+
N M+
PV

0.671±0.02

0.677±0.015

0.658±0.026

0.671±0.02

0.678±0.019

0.657±0.014

0.671±0.02

0.666±0.019

0.68±0.021

0.858±0.01

0.873±0.015

0.864±0.008

0.858±0.01

0.872±0.011

0.864±0.011

0.858±0.01

0.856±0.016

0.861±0.015

Non-Linear Weighting–T V non-linear

T V non-linear (ui , 20, c)

T V non-linear (ui , 20, c)

TV

T V+
NM

Point-wise Mutual Information (c = PMI)

Table 4.2 (Continued) An Overview of the Accuracy Scores Produced by the Various Testing Conditions and Proposed
Approach, Hashtag Propagation and PMI
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0.871±0.011

0.871±0.008
0.882±0.008
0.872±0.010
0.878±0.010
0.884±0.010
0.872±0.006

T V norm
non-linear (ui , 20, c)
T V norm
non-linear (ui , 20, c)||T V R
T V norm
non-linear (ui , 19, c) + T V R
T V norm
non-linear (ui , 19, c)
T V norm
non-linear (ui , 19, c)||T V R

0.870±0.010

0.886±0.012

0.878±0.014

0.869±0.013

0.882±0.013

0.861±0.012

0.865±0.009

0.864±0.011

0.859±0.016

0.863±0.012

T V non-linear (ui , 20, c)||T V R
U
T V norm
T VR
non-linear (ui , 20, c)

T VR
0.866±0.13

U

T V non-linear (c = pro)+
T V non-linear (c = P M I)+
N M+
PV

T V non-linear (ui , 20, c)

T V non-linear (ui , 20, c)

T V binary (c = pro)+
T V binary (c = P M I)+
N M+
PV

Hashtag Propagation and Point-wise Mutual Information

Table 4.2 (Continued) An Overview of the Accuracy Scores Produced by the Various Testing Conditions and Proposed
Approach, Hashtag Propagation and PMI

such a tweet are assigned to 0.0. These additional probability scores are aggregated
into the final version of T V(ui , n, c).
Secondly, we consider the exclusion of user generated HTs by computing the
T V(ui , 20, c) according to the language model only. In this condition, the user
generated HTs are not represented in the model.
Finally, we consider the separation of user generated HTs into independent
features from the language model generated HTs. For this approach, language model
and user annotated distributions of hashtag clusters are aggregated independently.
One feature is added to represent “other” hashtags not identified as members of
the hashtag clusters. In Table 4.1, we outline each of these modifications and their
respective attributes such as dimensionality and data types.

4.3.4

Parameter Optimization

Hashtag Propagation There are several parameters introduced in Section 4.2.3.
In this section, we introduce the ranges of parameters considered and their impact
on the gender classification accuracy scores.
The Hashtag Propagation method introduced in Section 4.2.3 proposes two
parameters, namely α and θ. Recall that α is the attenuation coefficient, which
varies the rate at which hashtags are propagated in M norm . In this experiment, we
vary the α parameter from 0.0, no propagation, to 1.0, strong propagation, in 0.05
increments.
The Hashtag Propagation approach also introduce a function, θ(), which
controls the noise introduced by the propagation function. Recall that the θ function
drops values below a specified threshold. In this experiment, we vary θ() from 0.0,
no noise control, to 1.0, strong noise control, in 0.05 increments.
In addition to these parameters, we test the β parameter from 0.0 to 1.0 in 0.25
increments (as seen in Equation (4.12)). The γ parameter is also tested using the
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weighted T V approach (as defined in Equation (4.14)) by varying γ from 1.0 to 5.0
in increments of 1.0.
Finally, we apply quantile limit (Q = {1, 2, 3, 4}) to the retention of values
in T V(ui , n, c) before hashtag aggregation is applied. Again, this consideration is
intended to control the noise introduced by the language model. For example, if a
probability score produced by the language model is below the first quantile value
(Q = 1 of the topic’s distribution of probabilities, we exclude the probability. In
addition to testing the first quantile, we also consider the second (Q = 2), third
(Q = 3), and fourth quantile (Q = 4; essentially representing the maximum values
in the range of probability for a given topic). The filtered values, having removed
elements which did not exceed the specified quantile limits, are subsequently used in
the hashtag propagation method.
The best performing overall model was produced using all three proposed
feature sets (T V norm
non-linear (ui , 19, pro)+N M(ui )+PV(ui )).

In general, T V norm

(ui , n, c) improved the accuracy of the model as compared to the non-normalized
implementations. In addition, removing the “other” category in T V(ui , 19, c) also
increased the accuracy of the overall model. It is likely that the gathering of remaining
probabilities into a single feature (“other”) provides little information regarding the
gender of a user and, therefore, should be removed from the classification model.

PMI The Point-wise Mutual Information (PMI) method introduced in Section
4.2.3 introduces similar considerations for parameters as in the Hashtag Propagation
approach. In this work, we consider a parameter, β, which controls the minimum
PMI value required for which a candidate hashtag to be given membership to a
topic in S(i). In other words, a low β value requires a weaker association between
hashtags for membership. Conversely, a higher value of β indicates a much stronger
association requirement between a given candidate hashtag CH and S(i). Recall that
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Table 4.3 Accuracies of Non-Topic Features and Peer Methods
Non-Topic Features
NM

0.831±0.019

PV

0.619±0.017
Peer Methods

BU R

0.614±0.032

BOW

0.634±0.033

this work adopts normalized PMI, which bounds PMI scores from -1.0 to 1.0. First,
we consider values greater than β (> β) as a requirement for a candidate hashtag,
CH, for inclusion in a topic, S(i). This condition assumes a strong association is
required between hashtag topic and candidate hashtag. This parameter, similar to
the Hashtag Propagation testing conditions, is varied for 0.0 to 1.0 in 0.25 increments.
Secondly, we consider the weighted approach to T V by varying the γ parameter from
1.0 to 5.0 in increments of 1.0.
Finally, we adopt a quantile limit to the retention of values in T V(ui , n, c)
similar to the quantile filtering method introduced in the Hashtag Propagation
parameter optimization section above. For PMI, we again consider the 1st, 2nd,
3rd, and 4th quantile limits (Q = {1, 2, 3, 4}) for each topic in T V.
In order to optimize the accuracy of the gender inference model involving the
various parameters introduced above, we iteratively test each parameter for its impact
on the accuracy score. All combinations of parameters are exhaustively tested using
the proposed model via a brute force method of optimization.
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4.3.5

Results

All tests were conducted using 10-fold cross validation. To evaluate the performance
of the proposed method in this study, we define accuracy as:
Accuracy =

Tp + Tn
Tp + Tn + Fp + Fn

where Tp , Tn , Fp and Fn are respectively true positive, true negative, false positive,
and false negative rates. Table 4.2 compares the accuracy attained by the proposed
method and the peer methods. The leftmost column in the table lists the specific
version of the topic distribution vectors used in each run of the experiment. We
have chosen accuracy as our metric of choice after careful consideration.

First,

accuracy is the metric which most closely represents measurement of the problem
we are attempting to solve in this work, i.e., classifying gender appropriately given a
user’s social media activity. Secondly, we have a well-balanced dataset, which limits
the bias that an accuracy score might introduce had the number of men and women
in the collection not been approximately equal.
One of the highest accuracy model where hashtag propagation and PMI
methods are treated independently is attained by the aggregated feature set of
T V norm (ui , 19, pro) + N M(ui ) + PV(ui ).

The proposed model produced the

highest accuracy at 88.3% with α = 0.25, θ = 0.3, γ = 1.0 for the non-linear weighting
scheme, and Q = 3. A similar accuracy level of 88.3% was attained using the binary
weighting approach with the model parameters configured as α = 0.3, θ = 0.55,
β = 0.25, and Q = 3. This indicates that the level of importance for the propagation
parameter α is noticeably affected by the weighting scheme adopted.
However, the highest accuracy overall was produced when combining the
hashtag propagation and PMI features with the non-linear approach. To produce
an accuracy of 88.6%, the following parameters were used: T V norm
non-linear (ui , 19, pro) +
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Figure 4.6 A box plot of the distribution of weighted user scores (according to
the SVM model weights) for male and female-centric topics in TV. Model weights
greater than 0.5 indicate a male classification, model weights less than 0.5 indicate
a female classification. Models: 1&2) BU R, 3&4) PV, 5&6) BOW, 7&8)
norm
T V norm
non-linear (ui , 20, pro), 9&10) PV + T V binary (ui , 20, pro), 11&12) N M, 13&14)
norm
N M+ T V norm
non-linear (ui , 19, pro), 15&16) PV + N M + T V non-linear (ui , 19, pro),
norm
norm
17&18) PV + N M + T V non-linear (ui , 19, pro) + T V non-linear (ui , 19, P M I)
T V norm
non-linear (ui , 19, P M I) + N M(ui ) + PV(ui ) with α = 0.25, θ = 0.05, γ = 3.0
for the non-linear weighting scheme, and Q = 3.
It is also worth noting that using user topic-based features alone, the proposed
method attained its highest accuracy of 69.4%,which outperformed both peer methods
(respective accuracies, BOW = 0.634, BU R = 0.614). The model which relied
solely on the derived topic features performed best under the following conditions:
exclusion of user annotated HTs, normalization using T V norm
non-linear (ui , 20, pro), and
the hashtag propagation aggregation non-linear weighting approach. The topic-based
model produced the highest accuracy at when α = 0.7, θ = 0.05, γ = 5.0, and Q = 3.

4.4

Discussion

In this section, we will highlight the important and interesting results from this work.
Specifically, we will discuss the best performing model, including potential reasons
for increased accuracy by the exclusion of user generated HTs, decision boundaries,
and feature weights generated by the topic-based model. Finally, we will highlight
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the performance of the proposed model in comparison to the peer methods, as well
as introduce some applications of the proposed work.
First, the Hashtag Propagation aggregation method outperformed the PMIbased aggregation method under almost all conditions. This could be a result of the
flexibility introduced by the Hashtag Propagation model. Recall that this aggregation
approach allows for the bridge of hashtags relationships with intermediately shared
hashtags. Such a method relaxes the condition of strictly requiring the co-occurrence
of associated hashtags. Also, the non-linear weighting scheme generally produced
higher accuracy scores when compared to the binary weighting scheme , contributing
three of the five maximum accuracies for each feature set. However, when examining
the overall average difference between scores, the binary model appeared to be more
generalizable (on average producing an accuracy increase of 0.004). Most of this
increase is a result of the PMI approach, which may be more amenable to the
binary weighting scheme (averaging a 0.007 increase in accuracy), compared to the
Propagation approach, which averaged a negligible increase of 0.0006.
Secondly, the highest overall accuracy of the proposed model and the most
accurate version of the model that only leverages topic-based user features both
neglect user annotated hashtags. This may seem a surprising result since the user
annotated hashtags offer authentic human labels. We assume the reason why ignoring
this type of authentic input is because of the aforementioned inconsistency and lack
of comprehensiveness in user labeling practice. In contrast, hashtags automatically
generated by our trained language models (see Section 4.2.2) are both standardized
and systematic, providing a more informative source of reference than the original
user manual labels. A secondary factor that contributes to the above performance
implication is because of the frequent practice by some users to assign popular but
unrelated tags to tweets simply to promote the visibility of their tweets [144, 145].
Such a distorted tagging practice for self-promotion on social media would lead to a
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reduced accuracy in understanding a tweet’s true content based on its associated tags.
We believe the misrepresentation of gender identity online does not suffer from the
same concern, as there is no obvious benefit to such a widespread misrepresentation
across the community. Whereas the misrepresentation of content labels potentially
provides the benefit of a larger audience to a user’s social media content. If even our
automatic hashtag generation model was trained using such a set of unreliable tags,
due to the law of large numbers and the self-canceling effects among the imperfect
data, the derived model is capable of generating more accurate annotation data than
the original user assigned hashtags. Finally, because the original hashtags are retained
but not utilized in the gender inference model, future comparisons could be made
against the likelihood of misrepresentation of hashtags between genders.
When considering the decision boundaries and weights learned by the topicbased classifier, we see interesting results confirming relationships discovered in the
language and psychology literature that guided this work, e.g., [146, 58, 124]. When
observing the w vector produced by the SVM model generated using the topic
feature set, we see that high weights (negative weights indicating female, positive
weights indicating male users) as follows: hobby
-0.328, religion

-0.133, alcohol

-0.595, music

-0.262, depression

-0.416, shopping

-0.186, violence

-0.15, and

loneliness -0.122 generally indicate female users. On the other hand, topics most
strongly associated with male users include: school
(to a lesser extent), television

0.193, sports

0.239, video games

0.180, romance

0.066

0.258, and other

0.240. These findings reaffirm results in prior literature [58] stating that women often
exhibited a higher likelihood of sharing emotion-based content when compared to
men. The analysis of the model introduced by this work also confirms similar trends
according to the algorithmically-derived topics among the users of social media.
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4.5

Limitations

We recognize the limitations of this work. First, users may falsely indicate their
genders on social media account profiles, either due to sarcasm or intentional deceit,
which is an outstanding issue with nearly all social media data sources. We also feel
this issue is not of great magnitude, given the lack of benefit to a user for such a
misrepresentation online. However, to mitigate this problem, we cross-check a user’s
gender information indicated outside Twitter, i.e., Facebook, if feasible.
This approach to gender inference on Twitter, while potentially applicable to
other demographics, is limited by the availability of topics with a known connection to
the demographic of interest. In other words, we have leveraged a list of known topics
related to gender for the derivation of user topic distributions. Such topics may not
exist for all demographic elements, which thereby limits the scope of demographics
able to be inferred by this approach.
Additionally, time variant demographics, such as age, might require additional
considerations before applying the approach proposed in this work. While there
may exist topics related to age (e.g., retirement, high school, child rearing, etc.), the
timescale at which these topics are related to the user’s age is constantly changing.
A user’s high school-related tweet collected two years prior might have less impact
on inferring a user’s current age in the present. Static demographics, such as age
or ethnicity, do not share the same concern, as the distribution over topics is time
independent.
Finally, our approach to optimizing the parameters introduced by this approach
is not ideal. The optimized parameters for the collection presented in this dissertation
may not be the same optimized parameters for other datasets. The majority of
the computational effort is devoted to selecting the correct parameters for gender
inference. This work would benefit from an approach that automatically optimizes
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the parameters, thus reducing the computational complexity and eliminating the
brute force method adopted in this work.

4.6

Conclusion

In this work, we propose a new method for inferring a user’s gender from all available
information about the individual on Twitter. A secondary contribution of the work is
the introduction of a new method for automatically generating standardized hashtags
for tweets. Through comprehensive benchmarked experiments in comparison with
peer methods, we demonstrated how this new approach can more reliably identify user
gender information than the state-of-the-practice. Social media data, as exemplified
by our Twitter collection, is sparse and messy. One of the benefits of this work
is the derivation of multiple perspectives characterizing a single user, including
features according to a user’s online social media profile, language choices and topic
distributions, and names. Such an aggregated approach of gender modeling and
inference enable the proposed classifier to make a more informed and reliable decision
concerning a user’s gender.
The gender information automatically inferred by the proposed research can
help researchers utilizing social media data to gain more demographic insight into
the underlying user base, e.g., understanding trends pertinent to a specific gender as
reflected in a social media dataset or obtaining any other useful health 2.0 information
in Internet-based public health research. Such information will also enable gendertargeted message delivery and promotion, such as distributing gender-specific health
messages. It is also noted that when the amount of training data is sufficient, we
can apply the proposed method for inferring other demographic attributes of social
media users, such as their age and ethnicity. Due to the scope of efforts in ground
truth label acquisition and sample gathering, we will pursue this extension work in
our immediate future research.
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Social media data, as well as our Twitter collection, is sparse and messy. One
of the important benefits of this work is the derivation of multiple perspectives of a
single user. Viewing a user from a profile perspective, language/topic perspective,
and personal perspective allows the aggregate feature set and, thus, the classifier to
make a final classification using only those perspectives which are informative, thus
reducing the impact of sparse and messy data.
Additionally, one benefit of the research presented in this paper is the ability
to automatically label social media users according to their gender.

Standard

approaches taken by the Pew Research Center [147] include the manually intensive
and prohibitively expensive surveying of individual social media users. By instituting
an automatic approach to labeling users can reduce effort and provide more up-to-date
statistics on social media demographics. Similarly, targeted messaging to specific
genders is made easier by the work presented here. A specific example of targeted
information distribution or message could be gender-specific health-related messages
delivered to the appropriate users via a Twitter direct message or user-mention in
a public post. For example, female breast cancer information could be targeted
for delivery to female users by using this approach to detect the gender of a user.
Finally, the purpose of this work is to aid in the rapid study of health trends on social
media. Understanding the users’ genders coupled with extracted health information
can improve the area of internet-based public health research.
In this work we have introduce two contributions, a method for automatically
proliferating hashtags to un-tagged Tweets and a new method to extract a user’s
gender from Twitter activity. We have demonstrated how this approach, while using
fewer features than existing methods to represent users, can produce higher accuracy
scores in terms of gender extraction.
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CHAPTER 5
CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work produces several contributions, specifically introducing new data mining
methods with applications in social media mining as well as the use of these
approaches for social media-based public health studies. As a result, health 2.0
research can be extended to larger groups of users by inferring user demographic
information which is not explicitly provided by the majority of users. In this section,
the important contributions of this work will be outlined and discussed.

5.1
5.1.1

Contributions

Inferring Ethnicity using Language on Social Media

This work introduced a new method for inferring a given user’s ethnicity based on
the user’s language usage patterns. Many users on social media choose not to provide
their ethnicity information publicly or are not provided the appropriate fields for
disclosing this information by the social media platform. As a result, it is difficult
for public health researchers to easily identify health trends among ethnic groups
online. Two approaches for detecting language patterns are examined and compared
with a baseline bag-of-words approach. In both approaches, only the user’s Twitter
timeline is considered by collecting ten months worth of posting activity. The first
approach used synonym expansion to increase the number of terms when training the
ethnicity classification model. This approach expands verbs, nouns, and adjectives
with their synonyms using WordNet. As a result, a user who chooses to use the
term “car” would also be represented with the feature “vehicle,” “automobile,” etc.
The second approach generated latent topic distributions for each user using Latent
Dirichlet Allocation topic modeling. Topic distributions were then used as features
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for inferring a user’s ethnicity. Comparing with bag-of-words (BOW) as a baseline,
synonym expansion proved to be the highest accuracy approach.

5.1.2

An Analysis of Cancer-Related Discussions among Ethnic Groups

Having established an approach for inferring user ethnicity using synonym expansion
with high accuracy, this work also examined the application of ethnicity inference
in social media for health trend detection. Synonym expansion was used to infer
the ethnicity of a large population of users over a ten month period from March
2014 to January of 2015. During the same period, the number of occurrences of
the cancer, breast cancer, lung cancer, colorectal cancer, prostate cancer-related
tweets were counted. This approach to analyzing health discussion trends in social
media indicated that a statistically significant difference between African Americans
and Caucasians was observed in almost every month throughout the ten-month
study period. Additionally, this work observed a measurable difference between
African Americans and Caucasians in the month following breast cancer awareness
month (October). This finding results in an important implication, namely, that
awareness campaigns are potentially ineffective toward the groups proportionately
most impacted by the disease. This finding brings to light an opportunity for change
in awareness campaign messaging or targeting techniques to better meet the awareness
needs of the groups which are most impacted by diseases.
This work also provides a broader contribution in the form of new methods
for identifying health trends across a large population. Using the language-based
methods introduced earlier, demography studies can be conducted on larger scales
with minimal effort, paving the way for understanding public health in new ways.
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5.1.3

Automatically Assigning Meta-Hashtags to Untagged Tweets

Twitter users often choose to post untagged content lacking hashtags.

Just as

HTTP links are an important construct developing a rich network of connections
between webpages, ultimately connecting information; hashtags create common links
between social media content. The application of hashtags to content makes searching
and retrieving relevant social media content easy, studying social media trends and
identifying trending topics fast, and building profiles of interest for social media users
more accurate. This work introduces and validates a new method for automatically
assigning meta-hashtags to untagged tweets using a new supervised learning approach.
The approach is able to learn a set of manually defined topics for the purposes of
classifying unlabeled tweets. To do this, a hashtag cluster is generated for each manual
topic by analyzing the co-occurrences of hashtags in multi-hashtag tweets across the
collection. Training set tweets (i.e., tweets which have been labeled by Twitter users
to contain one of the labels identified in each of the hashtag clusters) are parsed using
a part-of-speech tagger. The parts-of-speech are used to identify noun-phrases within
each of the tweets. Finally, this work has analyzed the differences in performance
among various classification algorithms and successfully identified Deep Learning
Neural Networks as the ideal algorithm for solving this classification problem. As
a result of this work, a new method for assigning manually identified hashtags to an
unlabeled set of tweets has been introduced.

5.1.4

Inferring Gender Demographics of Twitter Users

One of the main contributions of this work is a new method for inferring the gender
of Twitter users using a combination of features intended to describe a user from
multiple perspectives. This approach combines information from the user’s profile,
discussion topics, and personal information to generate an inferred gender. Features
range in values derived from the name of the user, to the frequency with which they
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post a given gender-related topic. Specifically, this work looks at deriving features
from a user’s first name, their color choices within their profile, and the frequency
with which users post gender-related topics (e.g., video games, sports, shopping, etc.)
automatically derived from the proposed approach. Feature sets are used to generate
individual user demographic inferences by learning the patterns from labeled users.
This approach to demographic extraction for gender has been shown to outperform
other approaches in the literature.

5.1.5

General Applicability of Work

This work can be applied to various fields outside of public health research, including
other fields of research, commercial, and political opportunities.
Other fields of research may benefit from the approaches introduced in this
dissertation. The fields of demography and anthropology could benefit from this
work by reducing the amount of effort required to run large-scale gender or ethnic
studies across communities by inferring such information from social media. While
this approach may not be as rigorous as a traditionally run demographic study, it
could be used as a rough estimator or piloting approach to discover if an area of
interest requires more detailed examination.
There are also obvious commercial applications of this work. Advertisers often
target specific segments of the population for the delivery of their ads. Using this
work, ads could be tailored to specific genders and automatically be delivered to
the appropriate users. Additionally, products that are developed specifically for a
gender could be advertised to that gender only, thus reducing the amount of wasted
advertising spend.
Finally, this work may have applications in the segmentation of users for
political purposes. Political action and awareness campaigns have become increasingly
prominent on social media platforms. The ability to segment users according to their
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political affiliation or specific demographics could help target users for information
delivery according to specified political campaigns. Additionally, the wide availability
of users’ demographic information could help campaigns better understand their
voting base or potential opportunities for growing it.

5.2

Future Work

There are two primary areas of work where potential extensions to these studies could
be examined. The areas of opportunity for future work, beyond this dissertation,
revolve around the classification of age and the difficulties it presents.

5.2.1

An Expanded Study to other Demographics

One opportunity for further exploration involves examining the classification of age
brackets as a demographic component. Presently, this work considered gender and
ethnicity. However, users are often much less willing to share age-related information
online. Our data collection process, which uses the freely available Twitter API,
involves randomly sampling user accounts with a capped limit on the number of
server requests submitted. With the majority of Twitter users falling into the younger
age brackets, the user profiles tended to be heavily skewed. With wider access to
the Twitter API, the proposed modeling approaches could be adapted to extract
age-related information similarly to the approaches presented in the gender inference
section of this work.

5.2.2

An Analysis of Cancer-Related Discussions among Gender Groups

This work has established a method for accurately inferring a user’s gender using a
combination of user-derived features. However, we have yet to explore the usefulness
of gender inference from a public health perspective. Therefore, in future studies
we could leverage the gender inference approach and apply it to the analysis of the
cancer-related tweets from a gender perspective.
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5.3

Conclusion

This dissertation has introduced new approaches for detecting race/ethnicity and
gender information from online user activity on Twitter. These approaches, building
on existing work in the areas of machine learning and text mining, have increased
the accuracy of gender inference and ethnicity detection among Twitter users.
In addition, we introduced a new approach for automatically assigning hashtag
labels to unlabeled tweets by combining a hashtag clustering approach with natural
language processing techniques. We have also considered the application of the
newly proposed ethnicity extraction technique for better understanding cancer-related
discussion pattern disparities among African-American and Caucasian users. With
this work, we hope to ease the burden of surveying large communities of users
for understanding health patterns among various demographic groups by leveraging
existing user-provided information on social media.
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